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BEE DISEASE IN OTTAWA.

I

Perfect
Fitting

Rags

Glasses

According to the opinion of Gcrrit
J. Deur, a leaditiR fruit grower of
Holland township, peach orchards
have suffered greatly from the severe
frosts which have prevailed since
January 1.

THE

24 E. ElghtliSt., Holland

Wk

100

w

The Home

We have made a lucky purchase of 9x12
offer them at prices that will

of Fine

Tailoring

Rugs (one of each pattern only) and will

Hi?e your next suit of clothes aide

pay you to

to yonr measure

buy now, though early, and we will hold

it
and feel that you are at all times dres-

for you until you are ready for

it.

sed in the best of style. For your fur-

nishing goods go where they keep
Cluett Shirts, Arrow Brand Collars,
Hole-Proof Hose, Longley Hats, and
these prices csrefully and act promptly

other up-to-date goods.

Agency American Laundry
• Tapestry Brussels Rugs 9x12, beautifulfloral designs

1* Extra Tapestry Rugs, 9x12, both
deslgns

........

-

floral

6 Velvet Rugs, 9x12 @ ................. .

10 Wilton Velvet Rugs, seamless,9x12
terns and colors .............. .

12 only"27x54

Ax

and

*11

__

33

oriental

98
jig gg

.......

"I wish some of the people who This is Bennie.Lapidus who skipped
object to our automobile laws out during his trial and whole writThe Holland Christian Reformed could have been in my place a few
ing Judge Croaa about it by inatelchurch at Prospect Park, in the south- years ago,” said Henry Ford, the big
menta from different parts of the
ern part of the city, has devised a automobile man.
unique method for raising the $4,000 "The city council of Detroit did me globe. lie has not put in hia apdebt divided into 100 shares at $40 the honor' to threaten to pass an or- pearance before the Grand Jury ee
each and 60 per cent of these already dinance forbiddingme to run my be wrote the Judge he wouldhave been paid. An effort will be automobileat any time of day except
made to cancel the debt this year.
between 12 o'clock midnight and, 4
Louden Reception
a. m. That was the only car in DeWood Mauree of Coster, Mich., and troit at that time. 1 had built it in
Jonkbeer J. Louden was given a
F. E. Lewis of Chicago were arrested my workshop, and it only took a few
fitting reception at the city ball last
on the charge of tacking tin signs on trips down the street to gain that treevening by the Hollanders of this
telephone poles. The ordinance cov- mendous notoriety.
vicinity,and at le#*t 300 dutch peoering this matter was passed a short
"Of course, the horses were scared,
time ago by the' council and these because they never had seen an anto- ple gathered to toko advantage of
were the first arrests under it. They mohile before (pardon me if I refer to the occasion by s°eing him during
were arraigned before Justice Miles
that first car as an automobile; the his visit. Mayor Stephan kept the
and paid fines and costs amounting
police wondered how they could make people busy for a time making a
to $3 each.
me stop running it, but I was work- dutch ipeech which wa* demam
ing in the interests of science, as it by the Hollanders. The mayor said -.pj
Isaac Kouw has returnedfrom Big
it was the most trying moment of
Rapids, where he closed a deal by turned out, so I would not be put off
by the police.
his lifo but he got through with it
which a 369-acre farm changed hands.
"I kept on running rtjy car at any as best he could. Mr. Diekema than
It is estimated that nearly 80 per
time I pleased, until the city fathers presentedMr London with a fine
cent of the celery crop raised in this
thought there cftght to be a stop to dutch speech which made a hit Mr.
section has been marketed and prices

up.

are going

Only four common drunks were arrested in Holland last month, according to the chief of police. The other
one of the five was charged as an
habitual drunkard. With this record
Holland puts in her claim as a model
city. — Grand Haven Tribune.

A

Corner River and Eighth Streets

”ster Rugs, oriental and floral patterns $1

Some complaint has come

OF

$20 98

Sterling Worth

48
A NEW LINE Or

CRUTCHES*™ TRUSS
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one of

our 18

size South

Bends fitted in one of those
20 ta 25 year gold fitted cases

hese Prices hold good unti

WITH,

the Druggist

HOTEL BLOCK

Feb. 25th only

which

we

Loudep then proceeded to speek and
hours between midnight and 4 a. m.
said that he felt perfectly at home
"Being one who likes to get a little
in Holland and was pleased at the
sleep, that awful threatened ordinance
effectually interferedwith the ad- reception tendered him here. “It is
vancementof the automobile busi- the blood of the Hollander that is
ness in Detroit at that time, there be- helping this country great” and
ing no other cars in Detroit.
he was pleased to see so many who
There was one kind thing about it, were citizens of practicallytwo
however,it didn’t limit me to 15 miles countries, the country of their
an hour during the four hours I was
adoption and the tender feeling and
allowed to run. There wasn’t any use
loyalty to the fatherhind.
for speed Hmits or traffic policemen
Ho compared Lincoln to William
in those early days.”
of Orange saying that both were
great champions of freedom.
Mr, Louden also brought a mes, MUST LET THEM PASS.
sage from the dutch queen wliiciLregardsaid that she is thinking constantly
ing the giving of half the road in case
of an automobilecoming up behind a of the Holland people of this country

Time keeper

/j|g gg

designs

automobiling, except at the unearthly

„

John W. Herrick of this city has
fallen heir to a fortune through the
death of a relative in England. Several millions will he divide^ among
the heirs, accordingto word received
by Mr. Herirck.

TAILOR, HATTER, FURNISHER

beautiful pat-

....

floral

DYKEMA,

NICK

.................... ....... ...... $14

12 Axminster Rugs, Oriental and

The year 1911 will long stand as a
one to aviators. The total number who were killed was 82.
fatal

—

100 SAMPLE RUGS

Look over

HENRY FORD TELLS OF TIME

WHEN COUNCIL THREATENED
TO BAR AUTO FROM STREETS.
now

Optical Specialist

m

United States department of
agriculture calls attention to the fact

that American foulbrood has been
found to exist among honey bees in
Ottawa county. The department has
no means of knowing how long the
disease has existed in the region, ‘but
Thirty vessels have been lost on the
desires to notify bee keepers of the
great lakes during last year’s, season
trouble and to suggest that if not
of navigation,accordingu* the figures
already informed concerning the disin the Lake Marine Journal.
ease, they inform themselvesat once.
Very frequentlywhole colonics of
Rev. Abraham J. Mystc of New
bees are destroyed by disease and the
tyrk city sent a telegram to Hope
loss is attributed by bee keepers to
it would be useless to some other trouble. Farmers Bulleattempt to bring him to Holland. Mr. tin No. 442, “The Treatment of Bee
Muste’s home church voted to build Diseases," gives a description of the
hinj.*a new... church and gymnasium disease and its treatment.
costing $46,000 providing he would
stay.

Stevenson’s

The

are offering at

special prices complete
watches.

$12 to $40.00

and is especially interested in those
in Michigan.
He also paid a high tribute to A.
0. Van Raalte, the founder of Holland besides giving Hon. G. J.
Diekema a grind send off and hoped
to see him president of the United
States some day.
A fitting close was a toast to the
Netherlands Queen.

team. The parties claim that when
they come up behind a fellow with a
team he stubbornly refuses to give
any of the road, no matter if there is
plenty of room to turn out. Now the
law recognizes the rights of both the
man with the team and the man with
the auto, and these rights should be
respected. There arc plenty of men
who arc running autos who should be
driving ox teams and vice versa, hut
all men should not be treated that
way. The law says that when a man
is overtaken by a faster vehicle, the
man driving the slower vehicle shall
turn out and give half of the beaten

The reception at the home of Ame
Vennema, president of Hope college,
was also a great success The home

was decorated with Dutch and
American flags In the receiving
line were: Dr. and Mrs. Vennema,
G. J. Diekema, Dr. Louden, Geo.
Uirkhoff of Chicago, Jacob Steketee
of Grand Rapids. Mr. and Mrs- Geo.
E. Kollen, Mr. and Mrs. E. Fell,

path.

The JEWELER

19

W. 8th Street

The Holland Interurbaustation in
Grand Rapids is now temporarilyin
the Muskegon station in the Houseman Block. The fire Sunday morning damaged their waiting roon on

Mr. and Mrs. VanSckelven.

CHURCH, DANCE HALL, HEN
COOP.

Market street to such an extent that
it will have to be remodeled.

KOM BAK CIGARS
Made

|

tobacco that combine
mildness with flavor and fragrance

of

made to burn

right

The

uses it has been put to arc for church,
dance, indoor baseball, hand ball and
at last the useful hen has taken pos! session.
j

(mrnmm

and

to taste right.

The Knickerbocker
4

One Night Only

r

Hand Ranges

Spwiil Dinner
Temple

20c

£2

SpiRhettl, Mot end Chilli

SindwichpOc

10c

1— PeninsularNo. 9, 6 hole steel range,
with water front and warming oven

$10.00

Eu Sandwich Sc.
Service to All

1— Windsor, 6 hole steel range with warming oven and resevoir extra large, good as

I— Seroco 6 hole with
servoir

The Holland Gity News
$1.00

Per Year JOHN

high

closet and re-

$17.00

is

the fourth time this building

INTERURBAN CONDUCTOR
RAN OFF WITH DUMMY.

TheUnionDepot
Given under auspices of

Grace Church Guild

Prices 26c, 35c,

A very peculiar accident happened
on Water street in Saugatuck last
Saturday evening. About 8:30 passersby noticed Lizzie, the beautiful
j model who was so well known by
menibers of the Men’s club and who
could generallybe seen looking out
!

new

$20.00

HHljfc

TUESDAY, FEB. 20

912.00
Hot Beef Sandwich Sc

This

has been sold within a year, first to
Mr. Van Heukelcn, then to Mr. Barendse of Beaverdam, next to D. F.
Boonstra of Zeeland and now to D.
M. Wyngaarden of Vricsland.

We have lome we have put new parts
in and guarantee every range to operate
perfectly.
1— Buck’s 6 hole steel range, coal and
wood with warmiag oven, has new grates
and fire linings.

Mr. D. M. Wyngaraden fo Vriesland is the last purchaser and is now
transformingit from a churoh to a
hatchery.

j

Bargains in Second

S3 Van’s Cafe

old building of the Zeeland
North Street church will now be used
as a chicken coop. This building has
had several owners and has been used
for several purposes. The various

50c

Seats reserved at Theatre office any time

of the

club room window, standihg in

the car track, apparently lost in deep*
meditatibn and in the deep snow. Tha
car came along, the motorman rang
his bell furiously, but as Lizzie did
not moVe, he stopped the car. After
the car passed, search was made for
the poor defenseless girl, but no .trace
of her could be found, and it is feared
that she eloped with the conductor.

£

after 9:30

NEIS SONS

Thursday, Feb. 15

.....

......

Telephone Lines “

A

billion talks

$T

over the telephones of

ure illustratedby stereopticon views
.hursday evening. Mr. E. Van Loik had charge of the picture mahine, while Attorney Clark delivered
.n address of welcome introducing
* W. Thurston, the lecturer of the
vening. Some very pleasing musical
lumbers were renderedby Miss Mina
Joggshall with orchestral accompaninent. Several pioneer scenes of Zeeand SO years ago were thrown upon

(ytmty

DON’T EXPERIMENT.

FOUND GOLD IN

CALIFORlt

A

You WiU Make No

Mistake if You PinntylvanlaMan Waa Flrat ta DlaFollow Tma Holland Citizen’s
covar Yellow Metal In Golden
Advice.
'Gate State.
Never neglect your kidneys.

If you have pain in the bactf, urinary disorders,dizziness and nervousness, it’s time to act and no time to

“It la not generallyknown,"
aald a mlneraloglat, "that the

experiment. These are common dtaooverer of gold in California waa a
svmptoms of kidney trouble, and you Pennsylvanianand at one time a resi-

should seek a remedy which is recom- dent of California. This distinguished
mended for the kidneys.
pioneer lies buried in the aoll of thla
Doan's Kidney Pills is the remedy elate, alxnoet forgotten. He waa Gen.
The pupi t of the Zeeland public and
to use. No need to experiment. It
GRAAFSCHAP.
high school hav- donated th^ sum o'
John A. Sutter, a Swiss, who emihas cured many stubborn cases in
136.2610 the Children'shome at St
Mr. ad Mrs. G. Rutgers yesterday
Holland. Follow ‘the advice of a grated to Philadelphia In 1834 and beJoseph, Mich.
are observing the fifty-fourthanni- Holland citizen.
came a citizenof thla commonwealth.
H. J. Stei{6Qf?a'hassold out his in- versary of their marriage, which took
Mrs. Hoedeman, 17 East Seventh HU grave la In the Mennonlte buryterest in a general store at Ku«k to
place in 1K58 in the old church at street, Holland,Mich., says: "I used ing grounds at Litits, LancastercounHenry Coligny. <lr. Stelgenga bought
their home in Graafschap, wher they Doan's Kidney Pills last summer and ty, In which village he spent the last
an 80 acre farm at Rusk.
have lived for more than half a cen- the results were verv satisfactory. years of hla life. General Sutter was
The Oly upic Athletic club the lude
Other members of my family had pre- born in 1803 In Baden, Germany, near
tury.
The two were members of
pendent Athletic c ub and the siudonts
viously taken this medicine and their the borders of Switzerland.Upon bis
of the High school are p'aoning tu party which came to this country
satisfactoryexperience gave me great arrival in thlg country he spent some
frotrf
Hanover,
Prussia,
in
1847,
and
raise money to erect a gymi a«ium of
confidence in them. I was feeling all
time In this city, subsequently removtheir own as the building whiei* they for several days camped on the south
run down at the time and had a dull
have been using was sold and will be shore of Black lake, using branches
pain across my hack. Since I used ing to the vlclplty of Lltltz,where,
converted into a chicsen hatch -ry.
of trees for their beds and construct- Doan’s Kidney Pills 1 have had no In the midst of relatives,he engaged
In forming. Possessed of a roving
Dr. G. T. Huizenga of Zeeland re- ing temporary huts in the forests. further need of a ikdney medicine."
turned from Florida, after spending Finally they moved southward to the
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 nature, howler, It was not long beseveral weeks visiting relatives. Mrs. villageof Graafschap, purchasingthe cents. Koster-MilburnCo., Buffam, fore be yearned to explore the great
Huizenga and Mrs. R. Veneklassen land from the government, the deed New York, sole agents for the United unknown land beyond the Rockies.
After many privations be reached
returned from Springfield, Missouri, still being in their possession. Mr. States.
Remember the name— Doan’s— and California some time In the early ’40s
after spending several weeks visiting Rutgers is one of the charter memtake no other.
and staked a claim. It was in the fall
relativeshere.
bers of the Graafschapchurch and in
of ’48, after a heavy rain, that, attownship
affairs
has
held
the
offices
Miss Juliet Marguerite Lowes,
POTATO YIELD FOR 1911. tracted by yellowishdeposits In a
post graduate of the School of Ex- of clerk and highway commissioner.
The September government crop small stream, he made his great dispression, will wive a reading in Zee- They are respectively eighty-four and
report indicates the yield of potatoes covery of the preciousmetal. The
land the first week in March, under seventy-twoyears old and are enjoythis year to be 250.000,000bushels, or news of his find spread rapidly, and
the auspices of the Ladies’ Good Will ing exceptionally good health.
about 90,000,000bushels less than last the following spring the great rush
aociety. Miss Lowes’ readings will
year, and commission merchants pre- from the east began. General Sutter
OAKLAND.
be a feature of the lecture course this
considerable fortune
dict from 35 to 40 cents the peck for amassed
At
the
annual
stockholders'
meeting
winter in Zeeland.
through his gold diggings, but lost
this necessity through the winter.
of the Oakland Creamery the followmost of it through unfortunate specuThe Fraternal and the Socrates ing board of directors was chosen: J.
lations. He returned to Pennsylvania
FENCE
literary societiesof the Zeeland high
J. Hulst, WH'iam Compagner, R. Van
In 1871 and spent hli declining years
POSTS.
school elected the following officers: Der Weyde, J. Dozeman, Jacob VreThe Fraternals— President, William develd, Harm Brouwer and Henry The growing of catalpa trees for in retirement, living on the pension
Yonkman; vice president,Adrian Van Boeshool. The financial report shows the purpose of cutting fence posts out of |260 a month voted him by the CalFarowe; secretary and treasurer,Jen- the creamery in a flourishing condi- of the mis getting to be something of ifornU legislature. He died June 18,
nie Presenger. The Socrates— Presi- tion. Several improvements were a nindustry in Ottawa county. Hun- 1880. Two of bis pallbearers were
dent, Alyda Veneklassen;vice presi- made during the year and a 10 per dreds of acres of waste land have Gens. John C. Fremont and Ambrose
dent, Bert Elliot; secretary and treas- cent dividend was declared.The fol- been planted to catalpas during the E. Burnside, who had been bis friends
in California.—Philadelphia Press.
urer, Roy Heasley.
lowing officerswere elected: Presi- last few years and many farmers are
in
this way trying to get a return
At the annual meeting of the Chris- dent, William Compagner; vice presifrom land that hitherto has brought
tian Endeavor society of the Second dent, R. Van der Weyde; secretary,
PAID
them practicallynothing. The tatal- AVIATORS
J. Hulst; treasurer, J. Dozeman;
Reformed church of Zeeland the folpas
grow
rapidly and in a very few
lowing officerswere elected: Theo. manager, Jacob Vredeveld.
years they develop from mere twigs Even Best Flyers Get Small R
Moerdyke, president; Miss Mae Elenmuneratlonfor the Dangers
into trees large enough for a fence
baas, vice president; Miss Minnie De
Tnsy Face.
post.
Drenthe
Bruyn, secretary,and Miss Margaret
Keppel, treasurer. After the business
We have a new postman through BUILDING UP
The popular supposition that avlar
meeting a social time was spent and South Drenthe.
tion Is a sort of Klondike where peodainty refreshmentswere served.
Bernard Boerman has a new team of Science Reeponelble for More Built- ple who have a certain amount of darhorses.
Up Worde Than Claeelc English
ing can go and snatch up a fortune is
A family reunion took place at the
Ever Dreamed Of.
H. Tania, who runs a meat market
decidedlymistaken. People read rehome of Mr and M a. John Scholten in
honor of the birthday aoriversar ea of has his ioe packed for this season.
ports of big prizes won by aviators in
"Eeopbagoscopy” ta one of Um contests and take for granted that it
Mr and Mrs Scholten. Mr. Scholten A number of young people of Overtwas 74 and hla wife 76. The children sel and this place enjoyed a t'eighrlde newest worda which the scientistof all goes to the flyers. That Is wrong;
who helped to celebrate the event are: to Forest Grove one evening last week. necessity has coined. Aa science has
with a few exceptionsthe flyers do
Mrs H. J. Buter Tanme Scholten of
At the annual stockholders’ meet- progressedin ita many lines, It has not get the prizes they win. They
Zeeland, Mrs. F. Westveld, Mrs. J. Ter ing of the Drenthe Creaemry combeen responsible for more “built-up" are employed to fly by big concerns
Horst of North Blendon: Hendrik Scholpany the following officers were elect- terms than classicEnglish could have who pay them a salary, seldom exteo of Zeeland, Mrs. M Krikice of So.
Blendon; Mrs. J. Van Loo, John and ed: Peter Tiel, president;R. Van dreamed of.
ceeding $76 per week, the usual arHaitsma, vice president;John OpTake this new word, "esophagos- rangement being from $25 to $40 d>er
Marinus Scholten of Zeeland.
holt, secretary, and D. De Kleine, copy.” It is a combinationof the noun week salary and $50 per day when
' A family reunion was held today at treasurer. The financialreport shows "esophagus," meaning the channel
they fly at meets. This Is true even
the home of Mr and Mrs. H. J. Boone
that the creamery is i na flourishing through which the food from the where the very best American and
in honor of Mr. Boone who celebrated
condition.D. Hunderman handed in mouth reaches the stomach, while foreign flyers are concerned,Includhis 75th birthday ia the presence of
the last two syllables are made of ing such celebrities as Brookins,
his children and grandchildren.Mr his resignation as manager.
"scope”—as used In telescope, micro- Beachey,Ely and others.
Boone wa« bom in Ommen, Prov nee
TOWNSHIP.
of Overisel,the Netherlands and came
scope, spectroscope.Thus the comNor Is the lot of the Independent
to America in 1847 and settled oa a
Last Tuesday afternoon,February binationsuggestsa way and means flyer any better. To keep up with the
v/arm in Hollsai About 19 years ago 6, Mrs. Henry Dalman died at the
for allowing the surgeon to look down flyers of big concernscontinuousImne came h.-re During that time he has home of her daughter,Mrs. C/tto J. the esophagus In search of foreign
provement of their machines— which
eived the city as a.derman for two Schaap at the age of 82 years. She
obstructions or of injuries to the or- must, of course, always be of the very
years and w&a deacon of the First Reis survived by five children,one gan.
best— is necessary. What with the
formed church for 14 ye-rs. The childOne of the leading physicians of 8t. cost of the aeroplane, of running It,
ren who celebrated the event are: Mrs. adopted daughter,William and GafM. Coburn of Zeeland, Thomas, John ret J. Rudyard, Mrs. Otto J. Schaap Paul has been gathering statistics keeplflg It in good condition,salary of
andGerrit Bcone of Grand Rapids; of East Holland, Mrs. A. Van Dine showing the enormous number and mechanic and general expenses,the
Mrs B. Scholten of Graafschap and of Battle Creek, Mrs. J. Swangamer variety of foreign substances that are prises the aviator gets become rather
Mrs S. Lucas of Dorr, Mich.
of Beaverdam and Mrs. Otto De Jong swallowed by persons of all ages and small by the time the expenses are

ZEELAND.

Farms! Farms! Farms!
We have on our list some of the best bargains in
ever offered in Ottaw^ and Allegan Counties.
Below are

Farms

just a couple samples.

.he canvas.

30 acres, four miles and a half southeut of Holland, one mile and a half
to

church. All improved extra good

soil. Fair buildings. Price reasonsble

60 acres one half mile south of Vrlesland. Good heavy rich aoil. Fine
large buildings. Easy terms if desired

20 acres, two miles and a half south of Byron Centre. Extra good black
•oil. Fine house, small barn. Good

water. Very cheap.

75 acres, two miles and a half aouth of Moline, nearly all

Cheap and

better soil. Fine large barn.

improved.No

easy terms.

105 acres one mile south of Bradley. All excellent aoil. Fine large buildings. Everything first class. A snap.

Send
for

(or our

1912.

new

list, or

a

call at our office and ask also (or

calender

Both are free.

JOHN WEERSING
REAL ESTATE

aid

INSURANCE

HOLLAND, RICH.

THE

a

OTTAWA GROWING

ARE POORLY

Don't Let the Elusive Dollars
Get away from you by paying high prices for your Furniture

A NEW WORD

Remember we can

furnish

your house from

garret to basement very reasonably.

When you need

Furniture, call on us.

Rinck & Co.
58-60 East Eighth St.

Holland, Mich.

HOLLAND

again been ap- of Grand Rapids; also four sisters,
one brother, Mrs. J. Zwemer of Holland, Mrs. J. Klies of Grand Rapids,
Hans Fisher was in Grand Rapids
Mrs. E. Allen of Holland, Mrs. H.
yesterday.
Baarendrcgt of Kalamazoo, John
Jay Den Herder of Ann Arbor was Menderhout of Los Angeles, Cal.

Wm. Glcrum has

pointed postmasterof Zeeland.

in the city visiting his parents.

At a meeting of the Zeeland Poultry association in the city hall, R.
Van Otto of Middleton,Mich., was
chosen judge of the next exhibition
which will be held on December 30,
31, 1912, and January 1 and 2, 1913.

NEW HOLLAND.
Mr. Peter Stegenga Saturday

ob-

served his eightieth birthday anniversary, his children and grandchildren

being present. Mr. Stegenga was
born in Dokkum, the Netherlands, and
came with the Van Raalte party to
Bert Ter Haar and Henry banning this place in 1847. His wife died sevhave returned from Rochester, N. Y., eral years ago. Mr. Stegenga is at
where they went as delegates to at- present living with his daughter and
tend th eTanners national convention son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit
held Thursday and Friday of last Brouwer. He was the recipient of
week.
several beautiful gifts and a fine dinThe Olympic Atheletic dub second ner was served.
basket hall team of Zeeland defeated
the Zeeland All Stars by a score of
52 to 24 last evening. The first half
ended in a score of 29 to 4 in favor
of the O. A. C. second team.

•

East Sang stuck
Miss Anna Driesihga Is visiting relatives in Holland and Overisel.

A

family reunion was held at the
Harm Slenk was home over Sunday.
A bady girl was born to Mr. and
of Mr. and Mrs. Juhn Scholten
in honor of the birthday anniversary Mrs. W. Alderlnk last Friday.
of Mr. and Mrs. Scholten. Mr. Miss Effle Marren who has been
Scholten celebrated his seventy- working for Rev. VandeWerp baa re-

home

turned to her

home

in Jamestown.
fourth birthday anniversary and Mrs.
Miss Jennie Sleok will take her place.
Scholten her seventy-sixth anniverMr. A. Kok returned last week from
sary. Mr. Scholtenwas horn in the
Iowa where he has been visiting hla
Netherlandsand came to this vicinity •later who is sick.
in 1856. Mrs. Scholtenwas horn in
the Netherlandsand came to this sec-

VRIESLAND.

tion in 1848.

which often result fatally. He says deducted. The fact that prizes are
that In almost any case of the kind a now given only to winners of contests
pin, needle, button, bone and even makes the prospect none too attracteeth plates are swallowed and in the tiee. Aviation-* does hold prizes for
banning may be little more than an ambitious young men, but very few
unpleasantness.Here Is the oppor- of the kind imagined by the outside
tunity for using the esophagoscope. public. In fact, there Is a slough of
Before the sharp substance has a despond awaiting the unwary who
chance to perforate the esophagus the venture Into aviation with no other
combined mirror and electric light intention than to make money quickmay be Inserted,the object seen and ly.— Metropolitan Magazine.
removed without harm. If the obstruction be left, however, it starts
Ancient and Modern Bailors.
irritation, becomes a festering wound
In a group around a motion picture
which almost Invariably will cause
signboard near the Tribune building
death.
were two "Jackies’’from the fleet in
the Hudson, who were about to move
WILL
DIPLOMAT on when an old man took the arm of
one and delivered a short talk which
diverted attention from the lithoClever Rum by Which Youth Q«
grapha and from the venders. "I’m
Rid of an Unwelcome
an oM sailor," he eaid. "I waa In the
Guest
service before you were born. I was
Paul McGregor lovea to have his on a Mississippigunboat, twice around
mother tell him storlea. Alao he likes the Horn on a sailer, down to Good
to have his young friends come and j Hope on another from LJverpool an^
share the stories. Sometimes it hap- to Australia from ’Frisco. Never on
pens that a boy who Is persona non a steamer except the gunboat' We
grata with Paul will drop in for a sit- were sailorsthough," with the emphain and then the host grow* restive. sis on the "sailors" ‘Ton boys are
The stories, be stoutly tells his moth- day laborers.”"Guess that is right,
pop," said one of the men, "but we’re
er, are for him and his friends only.
the
kind they want now," and they
The presence of others spoils the relinked arms and walked away, leaving
cital.
It was on a recent evening, In the the old man to tell how they "couldn’t
midst of a fairy tale, that a kid for tie a knot" and do many things which
whom Paul entertalna no friendship, came in the sailor’s line “in the old
dropped In with the others, and Im- times.’’-— New Y6rk Tribune.
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hand.”
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Livery, Sale and Feed Stable
Best Carriages, fast gentle horses,
lowest prices. Special care given to
boarding horses, either by the day or
by the
horses

month. Always have good
for sale. SPECIAL PRICES
and

FUNERALS

209 Central

Avenue

for

WEDDING

,

MAKE

After a long illness, Mrs. C. Vande mediately Paul sniffed. Then 'he spoke
At the annual meeting at the Crisp
Baan
died at her home in Vricsland, up, Interruptingthe tale, saying,
Creamery the following hoard of directors was elected: Peter Nienhuis, at the age of 67 years. The deceased "BUke Wilke alnt got no sore on hla
John Hop, Jacob L. Hop, D. Van Der was born in the Netherlandsand came
‘Tea, he haa, too,” rejoined the unZwaag, Gprrit Looman, H. K. Troost to America several years ago. She is
and Peter Brandsten. A 12 per cent survived by two daughters, Anna and welcome boy. "I seen him only todividend was declared. The hoard Hattie. Funeral services was held day."
"Don’t care," laid Paul, stolidly.
elected the following officers: Peter Monday at 12:30 from the home and
Nienhuis, president; Peter Brandtsen,at one o'clock from the Reformed "BlUy Wilke ain’t got no sore on hla
secretary, and treasurer. Abel J. church, the Rev. G. De Jonge of Zee- hand."
Again the other boy denied It, hut
land officiating.
Nienhuis was chosen manager.
Paul kept right on reasserting the
C. De Koster, the famous Zeeland
statement
OLIVE.
basket ball center, who usually makes
Til Just go and see," finally said
about three-fourths of the baskets in
Gerrit RiResma, Jr., of D1live town- the other boy. T seen him today and
the games of the Zeeland Olympic ship has exchanged a 60-a
acre farm Pm Just going to prove Billy Wilke
club team, has sustainedan injury with G. Moeke & Sons for city prop- 1 has a sore on hla hand.1
that will keep him out of the game erty. Mr. Riesma will amke his future
After be had gone, Paul, turning tp
for several weeks to come. The Zee- home in Zeeland.
his astonished mother, said, "I knew
land team was getting ready to meet
Pd get him to go. Please go on with
Hope college on March 6, but it is
the story, mother."
expected that they will be
BORCULO.
Some day Paul McGregor may sit In
ably crippled because of their cen- The annual sale of the young ths seat of the mighty If diplomacy Is
tcr’s injury and Dc Koster may not Wo„,en of the Borculo Christian Re- a factor in the game.— Cleveland
be sufficientlywell by that time to formed church, held in the church Leader.
play his
parlors resulted in nearly every arThe Zeeland Civic club gave a lec- tide being sold.

consider-

T Fred Boone

mm

'

Bottled in

Bond
YEARS

JA^SHISKEEPVPf1 OLD

Stnodh

Born with the Republic
\ America’s Oldest and

^

Mellow
Rich

Best Known Whiskey f

Better ^

Nothi:i6
Marriageat Fifty.
An interestingand unusual estimate State 17M.
of the proper age for matrimony is
that advanced by Mrs.- Vltlsn, head 4 Full
Prepaid
and founder of the National Society of
the Daughtersof California. The happiest and most successful marriages,
Hofsteen, Distributors
she says, are those between the man
HOLLAND, 'MIOH.
of 60 and the woman of 85. At that
age of discretion,she claims, the male
has become more mellow and tolerant
as well aa more solvent On the other
hand she Intimates that a gill of SO
is much harder to get along with than
to get along without end that there
All i,
WORK WILL SOON START
Yaa, We All Know That.
ought to be laws prohibiting people
"After all." observes the thought- Aft€r you take Dr> Kinff»8 New Life
marrying before they are $0 years old.
ful man. "there's always a lot of dif- pill
ick, enj
— Success Magazine.
ference between expectation and c
,
realization." ’You bet." answers the fine results. Const.pat.onand md.man with the chenille whiskers. "For ^stion vanish and fine appetite reNo Doubt About That
"Come along downtown with me, inatance, reading a seed catalogue in turns. They regulate stomach, liver
the spring and looking at your garden an<| bowels and impart new strength
Mabel.”
ta th. fall."—
?,nd en"sy to the whole ,y,tem. fry
"But I have no money with me."
them. Only 2Sc at Walsh Drug Co.,
"What’s the difference?Two oaa
.....
H. R. Doesburg, Geo. L. Lage.
shop aa cheaply as ont."

$522

Quarts Lcprcss

Blom &
.

v ^
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COMMON COUNCIL.

The Committee on Public BuildingsIllinois Electric Co.,

flat iron

a?lPr?Pirty
disposing cords
of the desk
the Assessors room. Electric Appliance Co.,
On motion of Aid Brower: knobs

(Official)

'mv.'i* • ......

and Brower— 10.
Nays — None.
,_oe The Mayor appointedas such com19.85 mittce Aldermen Kammeraad, Van
Tongeren and Mersen.
12.10 On motion of Aid. Harrington:
8.00 Resolved,
anoint a
,'9.58 committee of three to investigate
159.95 matters pertaining to the Police De-

y

-.vvy-?#*

-.*#

Holland. Mich Feb. 7 .....
1912.
in
split
The Common Council met in regu........
lar session and was called to order by
. lhe Committee on Public Build- Standard Oil Co., premier turthe Mayor.
ings and Property were authorized
bine ..........................................
Present: Mayor Stephan. Aids.
d,sPffc
,
AUis-Chalmcrs
Co., brushes....
Drinkwatcr,King, Kammeraad, MerAid. Harrington reported that at Manitoba Coal Co., coal
sen, Harrington and Jellema, and the the next regular meeting of the Coun- J. & F. Hurley, coal.,
Clerk.
cil he would introducean ordinance A. W. Johnson, flush recepThe- minutes of the last meeting relativeto
tacle
were read and approved.
The Committee on Ordinances re- National
.

, to

SJfmc-

.

.

Vehicles.

PETITIONS.

The Superior Pure Ice and Machine
Co. petitioned for permissionto construct a sidetrack beginning at the
intersection of the main line of the
Pere Marquette track on the west side
of Van Raalte avenue and extending
in a northeast d
Raalte avenue to their dock north of
the ice and machine plant.

.

Me^

ported recommendingthat an ordi- Pittsburgh Meter Co., supplies
nance entitled,"An Ordinnace Rela- Irving-PittMftr. Co. ruled
live to the Preventionof Fires in the sheets
t ity of Holland; and to Regulating Dodge
ManufacturingCo.,
the Storing of Inflammable Rubbish
time and expenses engineer
and Combustible Material and the Thos. Mahan, services diving

tha.

partment.
Aid. Van Tongeren moved that the
4050 resolution be laid on the table.
12.50 Said motion did not prevail by yeas
and nays as follows:
5.45
\ cas— Aids. Van Tongeren, Drink-

1.00

»

sssss siHsaas ««
of

...

.

Day.
Adopted.
.

OFFICERS.

,

_

_

.......

week-

.

........

........ . ......

1

REPORTS FROM
•

"Lucy," he said In hls brief,
rlef. compelllng wsy, "come with me for
walk."

EAVESDROPPERS

The girl rose reluctantly.
“Not far," she stipulated.
"Only to the arbor," he said
A sudden daring entered her heart
(Copnlcht, lot I, br Auocitltd Lh.rarr tnm) Would be aik her, too? It Is rather
an unusual experience to be propoeed
Lucy Detmore settledherself comto In words aa familiar as tboze la
fortably In the hammock back of the
which this proposal would undoubtarbor. She had many pleasant things
edly be vereed:
to think about In case she cared to
I may as well see It through," ebt
stay awake. But the breathingof
thought bitterly.
summer winds In the maple boughs
In the fragranttwilight of the
and the sing song of bees among the
arbor he made her comfortablela
flowers soon soothed her to uncon•Hence.
sciousness.8he awoke with a start
"There li to be a little variety this
to bear voices In the summer house.
time," she thought with strange he*
"Will you be seated here for a few
mor. "I am not asked to be seated
minutes, Miss Tracy?" Aaron Stan
that 1 may have something very spe*
ley's unmistakablevoice was saying.
clal said to me. Perhaps he lays hie
"I have something very special to
failures to fault In his system aad
say to you."
Is going to vary the program with thla
"To me. Mr. Stanley r
victim!"
"Do not think me too abrupt,dear
"Lucy," he said hifbklly, taking bar
Miss Florence, If I beg you to becold little hands In hls big comfortcome my wife," he continued without
able ones, "I love you— I love you!
further preamble. "Every young man
It aeema almost absurd 4o tell yoa
should marry when he can maintain
0, becauee I have loved you so long,
a home. And I have long felt the
and It seems as If you must have
stirring of love — Florence!" He known It.
paused eloquently.
"I could not ask you to marry me
"Will you," he said, as the girl re
before, dear, when I had nothing to
mained silent, “be my wife?"
offer you. I have juit got the new
"Oh, Mr. Stanley, you can have no
poiitlon that I've been working foi^Idea bow surprised I am. I never had
I've only been reasonably sure of It
such a thought! I esteem you very
for two hours, and now I can take
By SUSANNC GLENN

bie!"

.

^ c*r*

.......

fcLV1912’

I

WCr

Peter Eelhart, inspector.

...$

9.20

ment board
...........3.00 (J. & h. De Jonghf mdse.
Jacob Lokker, emmber enrollLezman _
6.94
ment board ......................
- ..........
3.00 T. Keppels Sons, fuel to LezJ. A. Drinkwatcr,member enman _____________________________
___________ 2.50
rollment board
. ................ 3.00
The Model Drug Store, antiCorniel De Witt, clerk enrolltoxin
5.00
ment board .................. ........ 3.00 Haan Bros. Drug Store, antiNick Kammeraad, member entoxin
................. ....... 11.50
rollment board ...................
......
3.00 John W. Kramer, antitoxin ........9.65
J. J. Mersen. member enrollD. Ras, scavengerwork ................19.25
hient board ............................ 3.00
D. Ras, scavenger work ..............12.40
Wm. Lawrence, member enrollL. W. Wilson, mdse, to A.
ment board
.......... 3.00
Raalte .........
6.28
roll

.......

......

.

:

mer

........
- ......

.

...............
.

........ 32.56

Wm. Winstrom,stockkeeper26.50

......

.

Carried.

said the girl.

On

Lucy heard them walk away, as If
In a dream.
"How could ho do It? How could
he do It?" she thought over and over.
"I can never believe a man again!"
Through her stunned mind passed
remembrance of the hours spent
with him, of bis devotionto her, of

motion of Aid. King:

Peter Steketee, troubleman ...... 13.00

Ralph Van Lente, water me-

terman

•

.................................

C. J. Rozeboom, extra time....
A. L. McClellen, unloading
. c

1

ai? 3n?

-

Resolved, that the Common Council
adjourn.
25.00
____
Said resolution
prevailedby yeas
27.86 and nays as follow's:

,,^1 eas — Aids. Van Tongeren, Drink30? f®!er' Kin8- Kammeraad, Lawrence,
^

fir,nJ ..........................
.

Allowed and warrants ordered Jellema and

wish.
Will you marry me, darling? I offer

f-’s

you a clean record and aa great a
love aa a man can give a woman.”
”A clean record!” cried Lucy Dm*

-

........ - ........ -

......

“sued.

-

.

.....

.......

.r.

...

.

issued.

Van

3$

more.

"Aaron Stanley, 1 was In the ham*
this arbor this afternoon; I heard every word! How caa
you come to me tble evening with a
tale of love? Do you suppose I would

mock back of

marry—"

"Walt!" commanded the young
man sharply. "Do not say another
word, I beg you. You In the hammock^

Lucy? Oh, good

heavens

!” He

dropped her hands.
"Only trust me a few minute* ion gw
er, Lucy," he pleaded at last. "I caa.
explain the whole accursed thing;
black as It looks against 90. Do not
say another word. Come!"
She followed him silently.
"Stay here," be whispered, Mating
her betide a window on the upper

Brower— 7
Nays— Aids. Lokker, Mersen and
The Clerk reported the collection Harrington— 3.
of $451.48, proceeds from the” sale of
RICHARD OVERWEG,
veranda.
East Twentieth Street No. 2 and East
City Clerk.
Then he tapped lightly on the wta*
Ninth Street Sewer Bonds, and preAustin Harrington, member endow and stepped iniide.
B. B. Godfrey, postage .............
..... 1.20 sented Treasurer’sreceipt for the
rollment board ........................
3.00
Allowed and warrants ordered amount.
PROPOSALS FOR REMODELING
"MacGregor," he said to the man
D. W. Jellema, member enrollI Accepted and the Treasurerordered
seated at the low table, "you offetod
ENGINE HOUSE.
metn board ......
...............
3.00
The followingbills, approved by charged with the amount,
me that position on a peculiar cond^
Benj. Brower, member enrollthe Board of Police and Fire Commis- Justice Miles reportedthat he has
tion. You want a married man.”
ment board ............—
.. 3.00 sioners, at a meeting held February had no business before him as justice Sealed proposals will he received
by the Board of Police and Firq Com*T do, Stanley.”
Geo. H. Parks, auditor
-------- 186.00
5, 1912, were ordered certified to the of the peace, under the city ordinances missioners of the city of Holland,
J. E. Hardman, auditor ............42.00 Common Council for
"And, since I am neither married
during the month of January, 1912.
Mich., at the office of the Clerk of said
John F. Van Anrooy, recording
nor engaged, you stipulate that I aa
S. Meeusen, patrolman..-............
$ 50.40 Filed.
deed ----------------------------.75
to propose to three eligible young laC. Steketee, patrolman ..............
50.40 The City Engineer reported rela- city, until 3 o'clock p. m. of Monday,
Dulyea & Vander Bie, rent.. ...... 5.00 S. Leonard, patrolman- ..............
dles, the first two of whom are to iw47.25 tive to the quality of gas for the three February 19, 1912, for remodeling
J. Yanden Berg, posting notices 2.50
Engine House No. 2 in said city of
L Wagner, patrolman..-............44.10 weeks ending February 6, 1912.
ject me and the third to accept— that
J. H. Dobben, delivering enF. Kamferbeek, chief
..........57.75 Filed.
Holland. Plans and specificationsof
this Is to be done without any explaw^
rollment supplies - --------1.00
C. Steketee, special services .......
The Street Commissioner presented the work are on file in the office of the
tlon of any sort to the young ladlea.
Peter Ver Wey, pound master 12.25
S. Meeusen, special services ....... 72 his report for the month of January.
undersignedCity Clerk of said city.
Those are the conditions?"
Board of Public Works, NessS. Leonard, special services .........
Filed.
The board reserves the right to
"You are right, my boy. Aug
naver water rental ....................
2.73
D. Ras, special police ..................
2.00 The Clerk recommendedthe follow- reject any or all bids.
young fellow who has the nerve to
Van Lente Bros., poor orders.... 4.00 H. Slenk, special pplice ..............2.00 ing transfers;
By order of the Board of Police
First State Bank, poor orders.. 94.61 Ray Knoll, janitor ------------------2.50 From the Park Fund to the
pull off a stunt of that sort Is just the
and
Fire Commisisoncrs.
H. Van Ry, poor orders ............
. 34.00 Scott-LugersLumber Co.,
fellow I want."
_ 1 General Fund ..........................
$2,500.00
Mrs. J. Baas, poor orders --------- 1.50
RICHARD OVERWEG,
"Very well, sir. At four this aftoeher ..............
—
-.1 ............ 5.50 From the Police Fund to the
B. Steketee, poor orders ............18.00
Clerk of Board.
Bishop & Alofs, repairs
' General Fund ...................... 400.00
noon I proposed to Florence Tracey hi
Fred Zalsman, poor orders ........ 14.00
Dated. Holland,Mich., Feb. 8, 1912.
supplies ...................................... 5.35 $6,387.10 from the West
the roee arbor. She refused me. At
Boersma & Tinholt, poor orMich. State Telephone
| Eighth Street Paving Fund
4:80 I repeated the performancewith
ders _______ _______..................
8.00
message .........
- ..................
' .15
and $4,670.61 from the
Mary MacWayne as leading lady, with
Holland Fuel Co., fuel orders.... 4.50 Austin Harrington, coal ..............
31.57
Central Avenue Paving
similar results. Half an hour ago," hit
Slang in Court
Consumers Company, fuel orH. D. Edwards & Co., hose,
Fund to the Street Imvoice grew suddenly tender, "I asked
ders ................
2.25
less discount. .... ........................
490.00, provement Bond Fund for
Slang has at last compelled the court
the dearest girl In the world to marry
G. A. Klomparens, fuel orders.. 4.50 B. Steketee, supplies ..................
4.22
bonds and interest due
to take judicialnotice of It. An emme."
H. P. Zwemer, fuel orders ........ 2.25 L. Lanting, repairs and ladder 8.00 January 1, -912.
ploye In talking to his foreman reLucy Sat Up Suddenly.
Austin Harrington,fuel orders 5.25 G. Blom, freight and cartage..... 35 From the Cemetery Fund to
"And she accepted yeu?"
ferred to a belt he was compelled to
T. Keppels Sons, fuel orders....27.00 Board of Public Works,
"She Is going to," be anwered.
I the Park Fund ......................3,200.00 nse, which had a loose lap, as "rotten,"
hls fine strong face that she had
M. Bontekoe, poor orders
8.00
11.99 From the Fidelity & Deposit
"I only wish," said McGregor ad*
land the court, on appeal from a learned to trust, of the strange happiPeter Prins, rent ...............
— ...... 4.00 T. W. Fliehmann,supplies.
2.50 j Co. Fund to the Public
mlringly, "that she knew the sort of
Arend Visscher,rent ..................
2.00 Ray Knoll, driver No. 1
30.00 Building Fund .......... ........... 386.20 Judgment for damages for an injury re- ness hls presence brought her.
fellow she Is getting! Come up in
sulting from the breakingof the belt
Bert Slagh, rent ........................
1.50 Farnk Stansbury, driver No. 2 30.00 From the Fidelity & Deposit
She pressed her fingers over her the morning and we’ll fix up the pa(Hortman
vs.
Staver
Carriage
comH.
Bontekoe,
fireman
..................
31.25
Co. Fund to the Metzger
W. J. Garrod, rent ........................
5.00
dry eyes to shut out the mocking pers." MacGregor’susually gruff voice
& Meulenberg Fund ..............
111. App. 130), refused to beauty of the afternoon.
6.00 C. De Witt, fireman .................... 31.25
lacob Flieman, rent..
was very cordial.
31.25 From the Fidelity & Deposit
hold that he fsant "decayed,"and
5.00 A. Gumser. fireman ... ..............
Mrs. J. Baas, rent.
Presently she beard aome one again
Aaron Stanley stumbledthrough the
Wm.
Van
Regenmorter,
fireman
31.25
• Co. Fund to the Henry
5.00
Orry Bush, rent .......
said
18.75
Marble Co. Fund .................... 18.00, "We will take notice of slang approachingthe summer houae. Lucy window, held out hls hands entreatlng5.00 M. Vander Bie, fireman ..............
Cecil Huntley, rent.
crouched miserably!o the hammock, ly to the girl. She slipped her own
Bert Dekker, rent ........................ 5.00 A. Smeengc, fireman .................... 18.75 From the River Street Pavphraaes which obtain In this times in
too ahattered to attempt flight or to Into them happily.
H. De Maat, fireman ............. 18.75
ing Fund to the Street
Holland City State Bank, poor
18.75
Fund .......................................... 51.75 Ml walks of life, and not do vlolenoe to chance encounteringany one.
22.50 Dick Knoll, fireman. — ................
order
"Sweetheart,forgive me for laying
apparent intention by Indulgingin a
John
Bommers,
fireman
- ...... 18.75
From
the Public Building
1.65
Mrs. J. Boerema, laundry...
"Will you be seated here for a few you were going to accept me," he
literal interpretation of the words
Fund to the Tungstolicr
.70 L. Kamerling, fireman ------ ------ 18.75
a. w. Johnson, switch
minutes, Miss MacWayne? I have begged humbly. "I had to aay that
Co. Fund ... ....................
19.04 used, when such interpretationwould something very special to say to you.’’ or lose you — and 1 cannot lose you,
H. Stoel labor .............................
30.00 Ed. De Feyter, fireman ..............6.50
18.75
Adopted, and the Clerk and Treas- do violence to the plain meaning inE. Beckman, labor- ...................... 30.00 John Veldheer,fireman ..............
Lucy sat up suddenly rigidly, at Lucy."
B. Olgers, labor- ....................
30.00 G. Ter Vree, asst, chief _________ 25.00 urer instructed to make said trans- tMHkd by the word* when taken In
the
sound. Aaron and Mary Mac41.25 fers.
Jacob Scholten, labor ...... .......... 4.00 John Knoll< sub-driver.-.
,tbe connection in which they were Wayne!
John
Langeveldt,
sub-driver....
37.50
Ht Took No Chancea.
I. Knoll, labor—
- ..............
9.35
MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS. u»«I. In stigmatising the belt as
"To me— Aaron r* faltered the asH. Plagenhoef,labor .................. 30.74 Jack Knoll, fireman ---------------- 31.25 On motion of Aid.
A friend who was by way of becom“rotten" plaintiff plainly Intended to
tonished young lady.
Boone Bros., labor -------------44.78 H. Lokker, fireman— .................. 31.25
ing a sociologist,went to Cleveland
Resolved, that the Common Council convey the idea that It waa his optnH. P. Zwemer, labor - ..............
- 32.99 Ted. Helder, fireman _______________31.25 reconsjder the action taken at a meet- ion that the loose lap was a menace "To you, my dear Mary! Do not to look over that city’s model farm and
James Kole, supplies. .............
2.50 P. Dykema, fireman .................... 31.25 ing held January 17, 1912, on the reso- and danger to himself—Weat Piih. think me too abrupt If 1 beg you to
Infirmary,and Fred C. Kelly took him
Peter Pildn, repairs .........- ............50 John Streur, fireman _________________18.75 lution introduced by Aid.
become my wife. Every young man out there.
Ed.
Streur,
fireman
—
...............
18.75
relative to recommending to thc “N0* Company s Docket
ames Kole, supplies — ............. 1.95
should marry when he can afford
They were shown all over the place.
.......18.75
acob Zuidema, testing gas ........4.00 M. Brandt, fireman ............
Board of Public Works that nine
to maintain a home, and I have long
Including the Insane ward. Just an
A. Naberhuis,city engineer 62.50 John Beintcma, fireman _____________18.75 hours labor per day is long enough
felt the atlrringsoflove!" He paused
But Bristow Didn’t Wlnt To.
..... 18.75
they were leaving that ward a man
Board of Public Works, light 18.70 G. Van Haaften, fireman
for laborers constructing sewers and
eloquently.
18.75
At the Country club luncheon
Y. Huizenga & Co., coal -------- 147.84 I. Japinga, firenjan— --------carrying a big razor In hls hand came
laying water mains, and that hereB. Vander Water, fireman _______18.75 after the same wages be paid for
Will you," he finishedImpres- out of a door and started for them.
ios-BolhuisLumber Co., lumTaft at Hutchinson one of
ber -------- ----------4.62 H. Kleis, fireman ____________________ 18.75 hours as was heretofore paid for ten ^e guests desired to secure a valu- sively, "be my wife?’’
Both Kelly and hls friend ran.
C. Blom, Jr., chief
J....4
43.75
Van Dyke & Sprietsma,suphours
able souxbnir of the occasion. 80 he
"Oh, Aaron," walled poor Mary hysThey stopped when they reached the
plies ...........................
3.39 Groenewoud & De Vries, ladAid. Drinkwatcr moved that the S0* a P,eca °* writing paper and asked terically, "are you crazy? I never office, panting, and the superintendder
...........
—
- ............
4.48
N. Y. Yonker, air vents
.90
resolution of Aid. Brower be tabled. each of the principal guests to write dreamed of such a thing. I thought ent, who is a fat man, came lumber
H. J. Klomparens, poor orders 17.00 John Lampen, horse shoeing— 2.00
you cared for—"
Said motion did not
a line of sentimentand sign it.
ing after them.
John Farma, poor orders __________14.00 Allowed and warrants ordered
The question then recurring on the 1 President Taft led off with an obser"Then you refuse me?" he Interissued.
"What’s the matter with you?"
J. Wolfert & Co., poor orders.. 2.00
vation on golf and signed It. Other rupted gently but firmly.
The following bills, approved by resolufon of Aid.
asked the superintendent.
Board of Public Works, water
Said resolution prevailedby yeas guMt* followed suit When the paper
"Oh yes, yes!" she said, "and I’m
* rentals ------ ------------------ 150.00 the Board of Public Works, at a
"Did he cut anybody’s throat?"
and nays as follows:
reached
Senator Bristow he scratched so sorry, Aaron, If you are really aln- chorused Kelly and bis friend.
Allowed and warrants ordered meeting held February 5, 1912, wert
Yeas—
Aids.
Lokker,
Kammeraad,
ordered certified to the Common
"Who?” :
issued.
Mersen, Lawrence, Harrington, Jel- hli head a moment, and remarked, cere!"
Council for payment:
"Oh, what shall I say?"
lema
and Brower — 7.
You have dealt most kindly with
‘That Wg patient with the razor."
Aid. Lokker here appeared and took
PT M. Ry. Co., freight _______
$1062.81
Noys— Aids. Van Tongeren, Drink- "Say any old thing,” put In Senator my presumption, Mary," he said
hi sseat.
"Oh,” said the superintendent, “that
water and King— 3.
Emereon Carey of Reno. "Just write quietly."Will this make any differ- was Just an attendant who had been
The Committee on Claims and Ac- Van Dyke & Sprietsma,supplies ---------------------______ ______
3.05
Aid. King moved to amend the I am for Taft.’"
counts presented a bill for water
ence with our friendship?”
ihavlng some of the Inmates. Come
rental amounting to $53.73, and recom- Herman De Fouw, supplies....
11.38 resolution of Aid. Drinkwatcr so as
As quick aa a flash President Taft
"I shall always want you for a on back.”
mended that the same be referred to A. C. Rinck & Co., door mats
1.50 to have city employes work nine
friend," answered the girl regaining
"Not on your life!" said Kelly. “He
--the Committee on Ways and Means R. Zeerip, brooms -------4.70
her composure.
may only be Imaginingthat he’s aa
prevai, by
to report on same at the next regular Scott-LugersLumber Co.,
"Then we wlU forget all about It, attendant.”— Saturday Evening Post
lumber ...............
........ ..........
meeting of the Council.
1.15
dear girl,” he concluded with unmisDe Pree Hardware Co., sup\eas — Aids. Van Tongeren, DrinkAdopted.
takable relief In his voice.
plies
---------------------------.85 water, King— 3.
Modernized Axiom.
The Committee on Poor reported
Working From a Model.
Lucy sat motionless long after they
Chas. S. Bertsch Elec. Co.,
.!<
Nays — Aids. Lokker, Kammeraad,
presenting the report of the Director
"Experience,"
said
the
reedy-made
“It
Is doubtful,’’ said the author of
had left the summer house.
supplies
1.91 Mersen, Lawrence, Harrington, Jelof the Poor, stating that they 'had
philosopher, "Is the beet teacher."
Union Telegraph Co.
lema and Brower — 7.
•Can he possibly have gone crazy?" entertaining sea stories,"whether a
made temporaryaid for the three Western
"Yes,"
replied
the
man
who
has
had
man ought to attempt to write things
telegram ........... .............
.65
she thought.
Aid. Kammeraad moved that the
weeks ending February 7, 1912, James Kole, repairs.
outside
rVc
,
troubIefl with Wall street, "but you’re
.45 matters contained in
in the resolt
When Lucy encountered Aaron tion.’’ of his personal observaamounting to $222.44.
J. Dogger, rags.
.35 Aid. Drinkwatcr be referred to ______
Stanley
on the hotel veranda after
Accepted.
General Electric Co.,
"But take your own case. You are
mittee of three to be appointedby the
dinner that evening she studied him
The Committee on Poor, to whom lamp cutouts
17.50 Mayor.
writing of pirates,yet you never saw
critically.
was referred the petition of Mrs. R. National Coal Co., coal ____ 1.. 477.67 Said motion prevailed by yeas and
one."
Force Necessary.
His smooth tanned face looked
H. Sipp for remission of taxes for the Fostoria Incandescent Lamp
nays, as follows:
"No. I never saw one. But whet*
It
Isn’t
enough
to
hit
the
naO
on
the
serene
and
healthy.
Hls
steady,
sane
year 1911, reported recommending Co., lamps — ________________________
182.02
Yeas— AMs. Van Tongeren, Lokker,
head— there must.be some force be- eyes looked into 'hers with a tende?. I want to write a good description of
that the same be granted.
Monarch Electric & Mfg. Co.,
Drinkwatcr, King, Kammeraad, Mer- hind the blow.
watt meter
ness that made her dizzy In spite of a rlrate, I shut my eyes and think
Adopted.
4.57 sen,. Harrington, Lawrence, Jellema
of my publisher.”
......

• $

tlon.

water and King— 3.
Nays — Aids. Lokker, Kammeraad,
65.23 Mcrsei, Lawrence, Harrington, Jel19.91 lema and Brower— 7.
and
Aid. King moved as a substitute to
2.39 the motion of Aid.
Harrington,
that
_ ------igtc
Holland, and an ordinance entitled,G. Rlom, greight and cartage
24.46 the matters pertaining to the Police
Referred to the Committee on "An Ordinance to Regulate the care, Holland City News, supplies
22.25 Department be referred to the Board
Streets and Crosswalks.
sale and distribution of milk, cream, Tyler Van Landegend, supice and Fire Commissioners.
Aldermen Van Tongeren. Lawrence and milk products within the city
plies
6.77
Said substitute motion did not preand Brower here appeared and took Holland; and to Licence Dealers in Jacob Zuidema, labor
5.75 vail by yeas and nays as follows:
their seats.
and Vendors thereof; and to provide U. S. Postoffice,envelopes
21.24
Yeas— Aids. Van Tongeren, DrinkMartha Van Wormer, a soldier’s penalties for the Violationthereof," City Treasurer, taxes
widow, petitioned for remission of be referred to the Committee of the Bishop & Alofs, repairs and 187.93 water, King, Kammeraad, Lawrence
—5.
taxes for the year 1911, on the west Whole and placed on the General Or- supplies ....
Nays— Aids. Lokker, Mersen, Har% of lot 6, block 39.
d«' of th5
Board of Public Works,' light,'
rington, Jellema and Brower— 5.
Granted.
.
power and water
479.89
The vote being a tie, the Mayor
F. B. Van Ry & Co. petitioned for a
REPORTS FROM BOARD5 AND Van Ark Furniture Cornice
voted nay.
license to conduct a pool and billiard
ti,
furniture.................................255.65
Aid. King moved that the Council
parlor at 78 East Eighth street.
The following bills, approved by the Bos-Bolhuis Lumber Co.,
adjourn.
Aid. Van Tongeren moved that the Board of Park Trustees, at a meeting counter, lock and filing case
158.00
Said motion did not prevail.
petitionbe granted.
held February 5,^ 1912, were ordered R. B. Champion, supt ............... 62.50
The question then recurring
____
-.JIT on the
Aid. King moved as a substitute certifiedto the Common Council for
Dora Smith, clerical \^ork ........ 21-55 original resolution introducedby AIthat the petition be referred to the payment:
Josie Kerkhof, stenog
/.
26.00 derman Harrington prevailed by veas
Committee on Licenses with power John Nies’ Sons, supplies ............
$ 5.65 James Westveer, collector ...... 12.50 and nays as follows1
to act.
Austin Harrington,fuel ................37.48 Mrs. Minnie De Young,
Yeas-Alds. Lokker, Kammeraad,
Said substitute omtion prevailed.
The Ionia Pottery Co., flower
ly payment ...........
..........15.00 Mersen, Lawrence, Harrington,JelMrs. Fred De Feyter petitioned for
lots, less discount
..... 12.84 A. E. McClcllen,
chief enlema and Brower— 7.
remission of taxes for the year 1911.
G. Blom, freight and cartage ...... 2.44 gineer ...................
55-55 Nay — Aids. Van Tongeren, DrinkGranted.
First State Bank, advanced H.
Bert Smith, engineer30.00 water and King-n3.
STANDING Kraker ............
78.33 James Annis, engineer..
30.00 The Mayor appointed as such com„ COMMITTEES.
I. A. Kooyers, superintendent....
36.00 Frank Chrispell, engineer...
30.00 mittee Aldermen Harrington,DrinkThe Cbmmittee on Claims and Ac- H. Van Lente, labor .................
2.60 John Borgman, fireman.
26.25 water and Brower.
counts reported having examined the H. Dutton, plants, etc ...............
Lucy Desraorecrouched among the
5.28 Fi
•’rank McFall, fireman.
Pn mo*,'on of Aid. Van Tongeren: cushions her hands crushed against
following claims and recommended T. W. Fliehmann,supplies.....
1.80 Fred Slikkers, fireman _________
29-25
Resolved,
that
Chas.
S.
Dutten
be
the payment of same:
W. J. Garrod, insurance ..............12.00 John De Boer, coal passer ...... 23.00 paid the sum of $39.65, that being the her throat, too stunned to think of
Richard Overweg, clerk ..............
$ 50.00 Geo. Van Landegend, supplies....
1.25 C. J. Rozeboom, pumping staam9unt First avenue grading and stirring.
Flo. Kruisenga,asst, clerk.
30.00 Scott-LugersLumber Co., lumtion attendant..................
....
There was a momentary silence.
25.00
paving taxes for the year 1911, asN. I. Essenburg, treasurer ........ 25.00
22.77 Abe Nauta, electrician .... ......... 35.00 sessed against the west ft of Twen- Then both occupants of the arbor
Ns
T. Nauta,
street commisisoner 29.17
Allowed and warrants ordered Lane Kamerling, water inty\sec°nd*tr*et, Twenty-third street rose to their feet.
Jerry Boerema, janitor .............. 37.50 issued.
spector .......
.... ................
35.00 and the north y2 of .Twenty-fourth
C. Vander Mculen, city att’y ...... 37.50
"You have dealt most kindly with
The following bills, approved by the Jake De Feyter, line foreman 30.00 street between First avenue
and my presumption," said Stanley gently.
B. B. Godfrey, health officer ...... 87.50
Board of Health, at a meeting held Hans Dykhuis, lineman ..............28.93
4®.*> Maple street,
street, and that
that an order be
W. G. Winter, city physician.... 75.00
Will this make any difference with
CCrt,‘ £has. Ter Beek, lineman ............ 31.50 issued on the City Treasurerfor said
Jas. Westveer,director of poor 50.00
our friendship,Mias Florence r*
field to |he Common Council for pay- Guy Pond, electric meterman 30.00 amount, and that the same be
paid
Jennie Kanters, librarian ............ 150.00 ment:
John Van Dyke, lamp trim"I trust we may always be friends,”
out of the Street Fund.
ii. Van Tongeren, member en19.80
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poenas, he appeared before the jury
STATE CONVENTION.
and also had two witnesses before the
Chairman W. F. Knox has sent out
ing sun.
23 men— one the wife of a former a call to the Republicansof Michigan
tTOLDKl IMS. • WHELAN, PUBUSHEIS
sheriff of the county, who was matron to meet at the Michigan State armory
The winter will be ended when at the jail at the time, and William in Bay City on Thursday, April 14,
Boot & Kramer Bldg., 8th street. Holland.Mich
the peach crop begins to be killed. Duga, turnkey at the police station in 1912, at 11 o'clock in the forenoon for
Grand Rapids. Duga, it is under- the purpose of electing six delgates at
Ex.
Terms ll.SO per year with a discount of 60o to
stood, presented the record of the large to the Republicannational conthose paying In advance. Rates of Advertisiuu
number of times he had locked up Ida vention to be held at Chicago, June
made known upon applicationSurely the people owe Gov. Os- May Kerfuss of Grand Rapids, who 18, 1912; also for the purpose of nomwas one of. the mysterious women inating fifteen candidates for electors
borne much for this popular and
who testified before the jury relative of president -and vice president of the
Entered as second-class matter at the post
progressive move.
office at Holland, Michigan, under the act of
to Salsbury’s alleged misconduct.
United States; also for the selection
Congress Ma^cb. 1887.
AssistantProsecutor Hoffman dis- of a state central committee and a
$3900— 'CO A. 4 miles from City of Holland on ^ood gravel road;
Dan Pagelson wouldn'tswear be- claimed' having invited Salsbury or chairman thereof. Each county will
near school, land nearly all under cultivation;soil mostly black
his witnessesto appear ^nd advised be entitled to one delegate for each
fore the grand jury. We wonder if
County Clerk Jacob Glerum that he two hundred and fifty votes cast
sandy loam, some fruit; good buildings, plenty of shade. Want medLincoln’s Wealth
Dan swore at it.
would not sign any subpoenas for therein for the Republican candidate
ium priced house in City of Holland.
In Lincoln's time a millionaire
such witnesses,. This leaves it up to for secretary of state at the last presiwan a rare exhibit in this land of
•1000— 120|A. 1 ^ mile from West Olivo Station: 90 scree under
Mayor Stephan has just turned his ProsecutorOsterhous to permit them dential election, and one additional
to appear if he chooses.
delegate for a moeity of one hundred
wonders: today he is at the foot of 43rd mile stone. He has certainly
cultivation.f Land gently rolling: Good water. Large orchard. FairThis mase was not reportedto the and twenty-six votes or more. Ottathe list and the fifty-millionaire
and passed the danger mark of 23.
ly good buildings. Will consider medium priced house in Holland.
court before adjournment-on Satur- wa county is entitledto 22 delegates,
day afternoon.
the billionaireoccupy the front row.
the total vote cast in this county fot
$2700—40 A. 3 miles from Holland on gravel road. Land all under
The jury adjourned until March 4, the Republican candidate for secretary
For forty years the world of comJohn
is much interested in
cultivation, most level. Fairly good buildings. Plenty of fruit A
to give the prosecutorstime to col- of state at the last presidential elecmerce and business has been rush- house cleaning the sheriff's office. lect data for further consideration, tion having been 5,612.
very good location;will consider medium priced house in Holland.
ing on. The amlntion of the lad It is human nature for a man to hov which, the presumptionis, will be easy
to get now that the ice has been
$6300—85 A. 4 J miles from Holland, near creamery and school.
FISH FOR CARP.
has been and is today to accumulate er near his lady love.
broken.
Edward
Oswald
of
Milwaukee,
Land all under cultivation.At present 14 acres in pasture, 12 mead,
money and die worth millions— or
The Holland City Gas bribe and former Grand Haven man, with two
ow, 13 wheat and 10 rye. Land all fenced; very good buildings.Will
According to differentreports the bribe-solicitingcharges have not. yet
rather die leaving millions, for nohelpers, are now in Holland, where
take medium priced house as part payment.
readied
the
surface,
and
there
may
great
American
hen
is
doing
her
full
they are beginning a campaign to clear
body even took as much as a penny
yet be a true bill found, it is hinted.
Black lake of carp. Their outfit
duty in this vicinity and no inducebeyond the grave$5200—75 A. 2 £ miles from Holland; good gravel road all the way.
The first case to be disposed of weighs twenty fons and everything
ment is necessaryto egg her on. '
under
the
indictments
of
the
grand
In additionto this 50 acres of pastor land belonging to the R. R. ComLincoln was born poor in this
possible for use in their work. Early
jury returned Saturday was that of in the season Mr. Oswald secured a
piny can be used with it free of charge. Soil being mostly sandy
world’s riches and died poor. He
The state has been asked to res- Albert Zimmer, the Berlin hotel permit to catch the carp. A petition
loam,
some clay subsoil. Good water. Some fruit. Very good
had no passion for money — cared
keeper, who was indictedfor oper- was circulatedand signed by about a
cue the P. M. from piracy. Let this
ating
slot
machines
at
his
place
of
buildings. §[Will considera medium priced house and lot in exchange.
nothing about it. He would rather
hundred people, and State Game and
be done but not before the pirates business, pleaded guilty to the charge
Fish Warden Oates gave the permit,
discuss a questionof human rights
$2000— 42 A. 9miles from Holland, near the- Saugatuck Interurban
upon his arraignment,and just be- allowing Oswald to catch carp, doghave stolen the Holland depot.
and the duty of a free people than
fore court closed he appeared before fish and bill-fish.
line. Land all under cultivation.Quality of soil beiig sandy loam;
Judge Cross, who sentenced him to
5 any phase of the market or speculaBlack lake has for a number of .Some'orchard.Fairly good house; poor barn, will take house and lot
Coal oil poured into the kitchen pay a fine of $25. Zimmer paid the
years been infested by carp, to an extion.
in exchange.
stove to start a fire will cause just as fine and was released from custody. tent that has made them a menace to
He lived in a state of rare prima
much trouble now as it used to do This, the first case of the jury, was other kinds of fish of other grade.
$3200— 80 A. 6 miles from Holland, 1 £mile from R. R. Station,
quickly disposed of— indicted in the
live richness, but never had time to
when the practice was far more com- morning,arraigned shortly after noon Now an attempt is being made to reLand nearly all under cultivation,Soil being mostly black sandy
duce the number of carp in Black lake
become interested in making a permon.
and sentencedbefore the court closed to a minimum, and thousands of
loam; also some muck land. Good water and good buildings.Will
sonal fortune.
at night.
pounds of them will be taken out.
sell on easy terms or exchange for City propeity.
As he viewed wealth, ‘‘Why Paris restaurants are serving Zimmer was the only one of the Oswald and his assistants are alfive indicted who pleaded guilty in lowed to catch the carp only through
$3500 60 a. 4 £ miles from Holland, land nearly all under cultivation
should the spirit of mortal be proud?” roast camel. They will have to get
court, the other four electing to fight the ice. This provision was made to
Soil being sandy loam, qeatjy level. Some fruit; very good buildings.
He foretold the coming of the mul- a hump on to beat the delicacies the cases against them to the bittdr
prevent them from destroying the
Will sell on easy terras or considerCity property in exchange.
ti-millionairesand the mad rush for served in Holland eating house at end. While it w'as reported that a spawn of other fish in the spring.
sixth indictment would be returned by Their method is to cut holesTn the ice
dollars. He saw with astonishing 25 per, owing to the feed war.
$1900—40 A. 4 £ miles from City. Soil being sandy loam. About
the grand jury before the adjourn- and draw their thousand feet of seine
accuracy, the approach of the big
ment, none was forthcoming.
25
acres level, balance gently rolling. 10 acres in fruit. Fairly good
through the water. At every catch
Attorney Hoffman made a reputa
businessera; and he uttered a warndeputy game warden must be present
buildings.Will considermedium priced house and lot in exchange.
to see that no other kinds of fish are
tion for himself catchingblind pigs
ing cry.
A NERVY LITTLE MAN.
$6000—120 A. in Crockery Township, 3 miles from Nunica, 1 £ mile
caught. Oswald is under bonds of a
His words spoken now would call in Allegan county. Owing to this
thousand dollars.
Grand Haven Tribune:
from Muskegon Interurban R. R. Laud practically all under cultdown the wrath of business, as dan- fact one blind pig in this city had a
George Zwemer, one of the men
A nervy little fellow is Clare Hoffivation. Quality of soil being a sandy loam, nearly l^vel, adapted to
close shave and may receive a hair man, the Allegan attorney,who. is Who are today fishing for carp through
gerous and anarchistic.
raise all crops. Plenty of fruit for family use; good buildings.Will
officiatingas special prosecutor be- tie ice on Black lake, was formerlya
Poor in cash, and stocks and cut •
fore the Ottawa grand jury. Hoff- fisident of Ho|land. He left this city
sell or easy terms or take a house and lot as part payment in exchange.
bonds; poor in houses and lands,
man, was for four years, prosecuting about four years ago when he went
Since George Deur says the peach attorney of Allegan county, and it was into the employ of the carp fishers.
$8500—150 A. near Dunningville,close to school and railroad Stathe was the richest of all his contem
while
acting In that official capacity He has been with them on the Wiscrop
is
killed
lets
have
spring
as
ion. 100 acres under cultivation.Several acres of wheat and rye.
poraries, and will outlive them all
that he made a reputationfor him- consin side of the lake, where they
soon as possible. This is the first
Soil a gravel and sandy loam, partly^underlaid
with clav sub-soil.
in fame.
self as a man of nerve. He is ex- have been operating for a long time.
Plenty
of fruit for family use. Fairly good buildings. Will consider
killing
and
came
late.
We
generalThe
first
haul
of
carp
was
made
in
hibiting the same qualities in his
As a man of homespun, he was
medium priced house in City of Holland in exchange as part payment.
grand work. It is related of Hoffman Pine creek bay Saturday afternoon.
not only of incalcuable service to his ly have a dozen followed by a good
that while prosecuting attorney of his The war on carp in Black lake has
country, but to the world that is crop.
$2500—60 A. short distance from one above. About 30 acres under
county he single handed and alone stirred up a good deal of interest in
routed out and secured evidence \his city and even some Grand Rapids cultivation. Soil being mostly sandy loam. Fairly good buildings.
moving moro and more toward the
against a number of boot-leggers ipen have signifiedtheir intention to
principlesof human libertythat Lin
Some fruit, plenty of shade. Will sell on easy terms or exchange for
The Holland Sentinel says:— The
and blind-piggers who were violating come down and see a haul made.
N
coin believed in, worked for, and boards of trade of New Holland, the local option law. Mr. Hoffman
The first haul was an extremely Holland City
f>oor
one.
No
carp
were
gathered
in.
will always shiningly illustrate in Harlem and Crisp will hold their has gone into the grand jury work
$1600 —40 A. 4 £ miles from Holland, Michigan, about 30 acres of
here with his usual vim and energy When the nets were drawn out there
the pages of history.
annual banquet Feb. 22 in the music
this soil being a black sandy loam mostly underlaid with clay-aoil
and the way he is working in getting were found to be six bill fish, some
Harriman died and left behind hall at Crisp.” It must be a Doc out after evidencemeans that before dog fish, speckled bass, perch, etc.,
soil. Excellentfor truck farming, balance high laud, a good building
him a hundred million dollars.
VandenBerg pipe dream. The the final adjournment of the body is about forty in all.
spot. This land baa no buildings with exception of small barn. Any
Hawley, his successor, died leav- weather has been too crisp for him taken there are liable to be a number
one looking for a place to do truck fanning this would make an exof surprises and perhaps some vacant
The carp fisherB made a big haul
inga fortune of f 30,000,000.
and he needs some harlem oil.
cellent farm will sell on easy terms or take city property in exchange.
chairs at the fireside of several homes Monday. When theBeine was drawn
When Rockefeller dies, he will
in the county. Hoffman as well as beup it was found to contain more
ing nervy is a bit testy and the way
leave a fortune estimated at one hunthan 30 tons of fieh, two tons of these
GRAND JURY INDICTS FIVE. he gets after some of the officials at
dred and fifty million dollars.
were carp. The haul would have
the court house is a caution.
The five indictmentsreturned by
been much greater if the net had not
Abraham Lincoln died and left a
the grand jury Saturday, accordingto
caught on a snag which caused a
record and credit of service and hu- report, are likely to start a flood of
36 W. 8th
Citz. Phone 166
COLDEST SINCE 1899.
large tear. Very few of the fish
man bJotherhood that will' live on informationinto the grand jury room
Grand Haven experiencedthe cold- fere killed.
and bring about a general clean-up in
and on, when the deeds of the mon
est weather Monday morning since
Ottawa county.
MANAGER.
ey rich are long since forgotten.
Up to the time indictments were re- the wonderful cold snap of February,
Charles
A.
Floyd
has
climbed up
Monuments of precious stone, of turned and the parties haled into 1899. Observer Eshleman of the gov- another notch. He has been appointed
ernment
weather
bureau
reported
a
court, the jury had been finding it
glittering brass, of trade and comgeneral manager of the Grand Rapids,
hard to extract from those brought low temperature reading of 18 below
Holland & Chicago railroad. He will
merce, all perish.
before it the informationdesired. It Monday morning. This low mark
continue to live in this city. John
Lincoln’s monument of human was known that the witnesses had was recorded at about 6:30 o'clock.
Busby, superintendent of the Holland
knowledge of certain affairs of alleged It rose after that hour and at seven
service and lofty character will never
interurban, has resigned. Jack has
shady doings, but they did not havfc o’clock the mercury was at about the
perish. It is eternal.
been on the job for the past nine
to tell it to a grand jury, and didn’t,
14 be|ow mark.
years and no snow storm was made
Lincoln was indeed rich.
It was evident that unless the wind
The friends of C. C. Coburn, former
so bad that he could not get his cars
changed
or
the
atmosphere
clouded
a
prosecuting attorney of Ottawa counthrough some way. He has made
ty, indicted for subornationof per- record mark for the winter would be
many friends in this city who will rerecorded.
All
day
Monday
the
temjury in connectionwith his work as
Call for Extra' Session
gret to see him leave.
attorney in the Peter Hunt divorce perature hovered just above zero. At
in thefinest biscuit, rolls, cake,
Gov. Osborne Monday called an case, consider the affair purely po- nine o’clock at night thr government
DEATHS.
litical, and they are ready to strike thermometershowed 7 below. It got
extra session of the state legislature,
Early Sunday morning Arthur
back.
etc., is
to the absolute purity,
colder after that, the night was still
the proclamationto go into effect
The same is true in the case of Ben- and dear and in the early morning Leonard Dekker, the five-year-oldson
of Mr. and Mrs. Martin Dekker, died
today, and the special session to jamin Van Raalte, Jr., and Harry hours the low mark was attained.
fitness,
Doesburg, druggistat Holland, inThermometersabout town showed at the home of his parents at 233 West
meet February 20.
dicted for alleged perjury. Doesburg all kinds of low readings. One indi- Twelfth street. The funeral was held
of the ingredients of the
The call is for the purpose of put- is charged with having sold some cated as>low as 26 below zero. From yesterday from the home, the Rev.
E.
J.
Blekkink,
pastor
of
the
Third
ting up a presidentialprimary bill whiskey on Sunday, contraryto law, all through ftie 'county came reports
and it is alleged that he and Van of record breaking temperature Reformed church officiating.
to the legislature.This is one of
Raalte, before Justice Miles, framed marks.
At his home at 158 East Eighth
the most popular moves the govern- up testimony which released Doesbest things in cookIt is at this period in February that 8trect-J°scPh Cu,ver died at thc a«c
burg,
which
the
boys
sjrongly
deny.
of
63
year^
The
direct
cause
of
Culor could make. Members of the
the lowest temperaturefor ydlrs has
ery are always
The case 'of Richard Dogger, a Hol- been recorded. The week of Febru- ver’s death was heart trouble, but he
legislature will not feel like voting
land barber, charged with a liquor ary 8-15 generally sees unusuallylow had been ill for several months. The
against a presidentiol primary bill, violation, may also open up sometemperature marks. In the famous funeral was held Monday afternoon.
die Royal Baking
and such a measure is almost certain thing else.
cold snap of February, 1899, it was The Rev. P. E. Whitman, pastor of
Coburn is held under a bond of ten below zero on February, 9, 14 the M. E. church officiating.
to become a law.
its use is universal
$1,000,as are Van Raalte and Does- below on February 10, 25 below on
If it does, the voters of Michigan burg, all having waived the reading
February 11, 23 below on February
in the
celebrated
WINS FIGHT FOR LIFE.
for the first time will be able to di- of the complaint. Dogger also waived 12, 19 below on February 13 and tw<f
the reading of the complaint, and his below on February 15, the end of the
It was a long and bloody battle for
rectly express their choice for presirestaurants, in the
bond was fixed at $300. Albert Sim- cold snap. That was the winter the life that was waged by James B. Merdent and vice president. Certainly mer, Berlin hotel proprietor,who was
shon,
of
Newark,
N.
J., of which he
Moran went down and it is thirteen
no presidential candidatecould ask indicted for having three slot ma- years ago that this startling marine writes: “I had lost much blood from
Of thepeople,
lung hemorrhages,and was very weak
chines in his hotel, and who escaped event occurred.
for or expect the vote of the state in
and run-down. For eight' months I
a plea of guilty to the indictment, was
llCious,
food is appreciated.
This winter to date has been the was unable to work.' Death seemed
a convention,if a majority of the fined $25 by Judge Cross, which he
coldest ever experienced it^ this close on my heels, when I began,
members of his party do not want paid and was relased.
region. January established the low- three weeks ago, to use Dr. King’s
hollowing the dispositionof the est cold weather mark and February New Discovery. But it has helped
him.
five cdses completed, the jury con- is doing its best to keep up irith the me greatly. It is doing all that you
If such a law is enacted the deletinued to investigate the official con- January record. The previous low claim.” For weak, sore lungs, obstigates at-large and the district dele- duct of Frank Salisbury, while he temperaturemark of the winter was nate coughs, stubborn colds, hoarseness, la grippe, asthma, hay-fever or
is
in
civilized country,
14 below on the 12th of January.
gates to the national conventions acted as undersheriffof the county.
any throat or lung trouble it’s suAssistant Prosecutor Hoffman, aswill receive their instructionsdirect- sisted by Detective Ford of Grand
preme. 50c and $1.00. Trial bottle
the
over.
The thermometer Monday morning free. Guaranteed by Walsh Drug
ly from the people. This will make Rapids, brought a number of wit- registered the lowest it has ever been
Co., IL R. Doesburg, Geo. L. Lage.
U l» the only Baking Powder made from Royal Grape
the struggle in the conventions for nesses before the grand jury without known to in this section, it being 34
(mid of Tartar.
the aid of the sheriff’s department in below in Allegan, 36 at Hopkins, 32
Snow Strengthof Character.
nelegates rather tame. The real
this case, but it did not deter Salsbury in Monterey and 30 in Trowbridge,all
High cheek bones are said to indibj*l Cod Botlr-m Keaiftt—Fnt.SaJ Name ad AJina.
fight will be at the presidential pri- from trying to get tys side of the on government thermometers.
cate great strength of characterla
' HOYM. 1AK1NQ POWDW Qq, WIW YORK.
affair before the body.
In Holland the thermometer regis- some direction.
maries.
At his request and without sub- tered 21 below Monday.
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HOLLAND CITY NEWS
Utter From George Scoter
Los Angeles,

Ca,l.,

Feb.. 10, 1912.

To Holland City News:

Final Clearance Sale

Well, the great air oieet, the socalled international aerial circus, has
come and gone with one death, one
badly injured birdman and a number
of smashed machines,also a number
of hair breadth escapes to its credit
and the very tangible proof of great
advance in the success of aviation during the year that has elapsed since the

Baking Powdeii
Absolutely Pure
Makes ddlctoas homebaked foods
quality at

of

maxfmum

minimum

cost.

Makes home baking a
pleasure
The only Baking Powder
made from Royal Grape

OF ALL OUR-

Ladie’s, Misse’s and Children's Coats
92 of this Seasons Very Latest Styles

last meet at Domiguez held and
which 1 had the pleasure of attending.
At the meet a year ago there were
only about a dozen machines of all
classes, but this year there was a total
of forty-nine including balloons and
dirigibles, but I am told they did not
all take and they surely did some hair
raising stunts and a few of them werd'
done by women, but the high lord of
the meet was Lincoln Beachy, who{
cut figure eights without a hand on)
the steering gear, made the so-called
death dip and tried far altitude dur-j
ing a thirty-fivemile gale and went
up 6,000 feet and when he came down
glided the last 3,000 feet antKalndedas
easily as a, dove would do. Another
by the name of Stiles had an explosion
of his engine 3,000 in the air and was
party knocked out of his seat when
part of the broken engine hit him in
the back, but he had his nerve and

AU

We

go at these unheard of. low prices

need the room for Spring Goods

Me

All our Ladies’ and Missel’ all Wool Coats worth $ 9 00

worth 10
Coats worth 10
Coats worth 11
Coats worth 12
Coats worth 12

All our Ladies’ and Misses' all Wool Coats
All our Ladles’ and Misses' all Wool
All our Ladies’ and Misses' all Wool
All our Ladies’ and Misses’ all Wool

All our Ladies' and Misses’ all Wool

All 1

our

1

1

00

your
choice, only

50
00
00

$6.95

50

3 60 Coats, _

$7.95

Alfomfiii 00 Coats. _
mother earth without further mishap. The 17 year old
son of a doctor here did almost as
of Tartar
well as the older heads and was in the
All our Ladies’ and Misses' all wool Coats worth 115 00
air most of the time, once carrying a
Take your Choice
All our Ladies’ and Misses’ all wool Coats worth 16 00
passenger who weighed 180 pounds.
Lima Phosphate*
All our Ladies' and Misses' all wool Coats worth 16 50
only
Another one took up two passengers
All our Ladies and Misses' all wool Coats worth 17 50
with him. I also saw Parmalee start
All our Ladies’ and Misses’ all wool Coati worth 18 00
for Compton with the mail and I
All our Ladies’ and Misses’ all wool Coats worth 18 50
myself sent a few Los Angeles
to"
Herald’s with him. H4 made (pur
A valentine came to the home of Mr. trips a day. 1 also saw Miss Blanche
and Mr«. A. J. Weatveer yesterday Scott, the so-called tom boy of the
mornidg in the shape of a baby girl.
air. She also made the death dip and
Mias Jeanette Farma is visiting at the as she passed the grandstand she let
home of J. VanAnrooy in Qrand Haven go her stearing gear and saluted and
Children’s Coats it htlf price
for a few days.
did not touch the wheel for a number
Mrs. J. E. Telling is visiting in of rods. I attended the meet on SatAll onr late style Skirts included in ssle at greatly
Mr. and Mrs. George P. Hummer Grand Rapids.
urday afternoonand shortly after we
Peter J. Van Anrooy has left for
of 193 Madison avenue, announce the
got there young Fish started out over
engagement of their daughter,Mar- Billings,Mont, and Henry VanAnrooy the ocean and was gone nearly two
has left for Hutchinson, Kan.
guerite, to Mr. Charles Kirchen of
hours with the wind blowing 25 miles
Miss Sarah Klomparens left Tuesday
Manhattan, Nev. '
an
hour. Then they had a race befor Grand Raplda where she will spend
Following is the program which a week with relativesand friends.
newest styles
prices
tween a man, an auto, a motorcycle
was given by the Woman’s Literary
Mrs. G. Harmson, formerly of Hol- a. horse and an aeroplaneand before
club Tuesday afternoon. Mrs. J. J. land celebrated her 84 birthday anniMersen and Mrs. J. Dykstra were the versary at the home of her daughter, they had went 80 rods the airship had
left them all far in the rear. Noir, I
hostesses:
Mrs. Heck at Bentheim.
suppose you want to know what I
Charles XII— Miss Martin.
Mayor E. P. Stephan yesterdaycele
think of it all, and I tell you I don’t
The Riksdags— Mrs. Mulder.
brated his 43 birthday anniversary
think much of it, if you see it once
Double Quartette—‘‘Summer Night," yesterday.
that’s really all there is to it. It is
•
HOPE COLLEGE.
all a repetition and it soon fa’ls, but
36 East Eighth Siroei
Esalas Tegner— Miss Tracy.
The scarlet fever situation at Hope
HOLLAND,
Reading, ‘The Veteran,” Tegner— college has been conquered and at the same time I must say they are
doing
much
better this year in the
Mrs. Thurber.
measles has broken out among the
Reading, "King Charles Guard," students.Although none, of the cases handling of the machines. In starting and alighting they ride the air
Tegner— Mrs. Greer.
are serious Health Officer Godfrey
like a sea gull and alight just as easily Golkeieon the violin. Music during
Vocal Solo— Mrs. A. Diekema.
will dse every precautionto prevent
the spread of the disease.Miss Kath- and gracefully,and another thing that ihe evening was furnished by Mr».
The Men’s class of the Third Reimpressesme is the seeming absence ciarke and Arthur Drinkwater.Mrs.
formed church gave a social last Fri- ryn Moore, instructor in English and of fear in the birdraen; they ^n-j Ej_ Morlock, Mre. N. j. Whelan
day night to the Adult Ladies’ class. expression,was the first to be taken doubtedly have a full command of
Whelan preThe response was excellent.There with the disease, and Miss Gerarda themselves. Oh, I a'most forgot to and Miss Margaret
‘’'“'K”'0'' " “”,.DU
were 125 present. The following pro- A. Brock of Muskegon, a member o mention the Wright glider or a by. «>ded at the punch bowl; Mia. Endgram was carried out: Song, Onward the junior class, is also a victom. plane without an engine which the ere Pafi8e“ l*le va*en^ne hearts and
We have kept you
all summer, let us keep you
Christian Soldiers; Prayer, Rev. Van Both are quarantinedin their rooms Wright’s had manufactured at Los Mrs. John Kelley, Mrs Peter Panlea,
Kersen; Opening Remarks, Wm. E. in Voorhees dormitory.
this Winter
Angeles since the meet began. A Mrs. Carl Seif, Mre. Oliver Detoand
David Van Strien, a graduate of man mounted the machine and they Mre. Burns were in charge of the
Vander Hart; Remarks, Mrs. I. Cappon; Piano Solo, Ed Stephan; Re- Hope college,now a senior student of hitched it to an auto with a long thin oyster supper. The guests were remarks, A. H. Meyer; Music, Male the New Brunswick Theologicalsemi- rope and started and the glider also (.givedby the Messrs. Hamel, Me
| |- 1
| |
Quartet; Remarks, J. P. Huyser; nary, has been appointedby the board went up, so that when it pasatd ua
Mrs Ke||y Mra Whelan
Piano Solo, Miss Ada Geerlings; Re- of foreign missions to become a mis- was at least <0 feet in the a,r and and
Golkio
marks, Dr. Blekkink; Solo, , C. De sionary in the Orient.
seemed to be riding the air without
Of Superior Domestic Lump or Washed Nut Coal at
Koster; Remarks, H. G. Pelgrim;ReThe Knickerbockersociety of Hop regard to the auto, and it sailed glong
$4.25 A TON
SPECIAL PRICE TO FARMERS
marks, Henry Geerlings; Music by college received the decision by the and slowly glided down to the ground
Notice
judges over the Fraternal team in the near thei Hangars^andas a finishing
Male Quartet.
Sealed proposalswill be received
The members of the Christian En- oratorical contest held Friday night. spectacle Beachy or Parmalee were
Superior
deavor society of the Third Reformed The winners were Harry Hoffs and seen hoveringabove Los Angeles late until 7:30 p. m. Feb. 19th, 1912 at
Gerrit
De
Motts
of
the
Knickerchurch and their friends enjoyed a
Sunday afternoon and they were up the office of the Board of Public
Citizens Phone
sleigh ride to Zeeland last Friday bocker’s and Anthony Lindens of the at least 6,000 to 7,000 feet in the air. Works for the completeing of the
evening. The affair wound up with an Fraternals. Dr. Vennema presided. Saw it from near our residence and
super structure of the water works
oyster supper.
Two weeks from now the remaining so ended the supposed great air meet
well at the corner of 20th and Maple
At the home of Mrs. J. J. Smith on three men, Donald Brush, Clarence up to the present date, and now Gypsy 8treet8.p]an8 an(i specifications can'
Dame
and
Wallace
Visscher
will
deCollege avenue Mrs. Martin HackSmith will try to convert Los Angeles.
be seen at the office of the Board of
lander celebrated her eighty-first bate with the team representingthe I hope
SOUTER.
Public
Works in the City Hallbirthday anniversaryFriday.
Cosmopolitansociety. The "Cosmos"
Holland, Mich., Feb. 12, 1912.
Herold and Mary Hunt, twin chil- will be represented by Oliver DropGrace! Church
dren of Mr. and Mrs. George Hunt, pers, John Tillcma and Edward KoepR. B. Champion, Acting clerk of Bd.
90 East Fourteenth street, celebrated pe. This team will argue the negaThe Rector of Grace church is
their tenth birthdays Saturday,sur- tive side of the question.
preaching, on successive Sunday
Sealed Proposals
Charles Heman Peet of Grand
rounded by several of their juvenile
evenings at 7.30, a series of sermons
friends. A sleigh ride was on<of the Rapids, a sophomore student at Hope
are giving
Sealed proposalswill be received
pleasuresof the occasion and at 7 college, suffered severe burns about on subjects that are of interest to
absolutely
o’clock, after a bountiful spread, the the face while experimentingin labo- many thoughtfulpeople. The sub- by the Board of Public Works of the
free a marvelous
ject next Sunday will be “Spiritual City of Holland, Michigan, until 7
ratory work.
little guests departed for home.
Worship and the use of a Prayre p. m, Monday, February 19th, 1912,
Rev. H. J. Kuiper of this city conuslca Mocking
ducted the services in the Sherman
Book.” The morning subject “The at the office of the clerk, for the furThe
honor
of
valedictorian
of
the
Bird Whistle
Street Christian Reformed church
Fatherhood and Mercy of God”. Dar- nishing of pumps and motors aggreclass of 1912 of Hope College has
Sunday.
ing Lent which begins next Wed gating 2,000,000 gallons for 24
with every 25c purchase of our baked goods. Ask your groKamps, the auto man, was in Grand been conferredupon Arthur Heus- nesday, six visitingclergyman will
hours.
cer for MORNING GLORY and MOTHER’S
RaRpids yesterday.
inkveld of Fultdn, 111., who has been
preach at Grace Church on successSpecifications and plans may be
Mrs. Fred Felt and Mrs. Telling a student of Hope since his 'B’ year
ive Friday nights. The first of had by addressing the Board of
wete in Grand Rapid* yesterday. jin the preparatory,department
these sermons will be next Friday Public Works, Holland, Michigan.
J.
Mr. and Mrs. White and Mr. and Donald Brush and William Strohks
ot 7 :30 Feb. 23, the preacherto be
R. B. Champion, Acting
Props, of the HOLLAND BAKING CO.
Mrs. Davis took in the show at Grand weee appointed as class orators bv
the Rev. Wm. Galpinof St. Paul’s Clerk of Board, Holland. Mich.
Rapids
the faculty. The other apeakers chochurch, Muskegon. All are cordMayor Kamps of Zeeland was in ‘sen were Miss Gertrude Hoekje, H.
ially invited.
LOST— A week ago Tuesday on
Holland on business yesterday. |V. E. Stegeman and Oliver DropRegular services at Grace church River St. a ladie’s black handbag,
The college Y. M. C. A. was led last' peas,
evening by william Stronks the
Tjrt
n n aie at 8.00 and 10.30 > a. m. and Finder will kindly return to Miss
ject was “What do I do with my! lon,ght the Hope Basket Ball 7:30p.m. Sunday-School at 12 Bolhuis, 78 W. 12th, and obtain a
jteam will meet the Evanston Reds noon.
liberal
5
TheF. F. club met Tuesday night of Evanston,111. who are on their
valplaned

down

to

Cream
Mo

All Furs on Sale

Reduced Prices

Always

and lowest

The French Cloak Co.

Gade.

MUON.

|

i

COAL!
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COOL

WARM

TRY A TON
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|
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DELIVERED

Pure Ice and Machine Company
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BOYS

TAKE NOTICE

We
away

BREAD : :

VANDERSCHEL & SONS

yesterday.

Doubts”.

u

sub-j

reward.

.

with Miss Carolina Boogards.

annual tour through the

central

Krulf and N. states. It promises to be a fast game S
Bade left Tuesday for Grand Frairle
as they have been playing the fastArk to Inspect land there. '
J. Reitdyke,

H. De

L

i

M

Francis Social Club Gives
Sucessful Entertainment

8UTREW3

EI2 Sill”
Eyei.

*

of

Mni. a. Mm. Tueiday
her home e8t.team9 “ ‘hi8 Part
country
One of the most delightful events
celebrated her 70th birthday. The ^nd are
The |Fresh* of the week was the entertainment
wasapproptiately
. . WA. observed by men and the Sophomores will play given at Odd Fellows Hall by the 63
her children and grandchlldren.
the preliminarygame.
ladies of the Social club of of St.
Miss Bertha Huizenga entertaineda
A third call was extended to Isaac Francis Catholic church last Tuesslelghrideparty Monday
lay night at her
Van Westenberg, a student of the day evening. . Mre. E. J. O'Leary
home on E. 8th St.
.

im

(Soon tor Nothing but the

makin«

WANTED—
W,

Girl for small family

11th,

2wG
Prize Offers from. Leading

Large Corner Lot for

Last night occurred the annual winter entertainment of the FraternalSoeiety of Hope college.A luncheon was

served in the Meliphone Hall after
which the company ascended the stairs
to the Fraternal hall where a program
was rendered,
The marriageof Jeanette G. Harke*
ma and Fred
fred E. Wise took place In Justice Miles office this morning, After a
short wedding trip the couple will
WM be
home to their friends after March 4 at
34 West 11th St.
Gerrit Voa of East Saugatuk was in
the city yesterday.

Western Theologicalseminary. This presided and the following numbers
call is from the Reformed church of were given:
Sale
Marion, N. Y. He baa also received
Piano Trio — The Misses Undine,
calls from another eastern church Clyde and Angela Hamel.
Van Raalte
...
and from the church at Beaverdam.
Vocal solo— Miss Hobson.
Piano Solo— Miss Leah WiseAt the price offered you will
Food After the Flood.
Recitation—Miss Bernice Jones.
Every moving thing that llveth shall
Vocal Solo— Paul Dryer.
be eager to buy
be food for you; as the green herb
Vocal Solo— Mre. Reber.
have I given you all But flesh with
Vocal solo — Mrs. Geo. W. Pardee
Enquire at the
the life thereof, which Is the blood
Piano solo— Mibb Crowley.
thereof, shall ye not eat— Genesis
Remarks— N. J. Whelan.
ts;tH
Mias Maude Williams accompanied on the piano und Mr. William

on 12th St, and

Avenue

Holland City News

Manufacturers

Book on patents. "Hints to inventors.”“Inventionsneeded.”
inventorsfail.” Send rough sketch or model for
search of Patent Office records. Our Mr. Greeley was formerly.
Acting Commissionerof Patents, and as such had full charge of

“Why some

the U. S. Patent Office.

GREEUySbMTIIIE
Washington,

T>.

C.

:

:

A

”*!!r

AND
WHAT YOU SAW

IN THIS

PAPER C°LD ST0RAGE ^ RESERVOIR

WHAT YOU SAW 35 YEARS AGO
nearly

th#

new

blacksmith shop

Just as we go to press

RELIABLE DEFENDERS OF OUR COUNTRY.

Occupied by
BualneaaShown la Commodi-

,*,ea of

is

linished.

Stephans’

Cl

a telegram A

THE SOLDIER

t,## ®t0pcd*

somewhat

intelligent Idea of the

QUICK TO HEPS

reaches us t hat Gov. Packard is assas* large field occupied by the cold storslnated at New
ago business can be gained from the

Orleans.

m

u

WHAT YOU SAW
PREPARE YE FOR THE KINGDOM.
Luk# lil. 1-17— Feh. 18.
"Repentpf, for the Kingdom of Heaven <4
hand."—Uatthcv! HI.

mufl
l

.

he stone is

YEARS AGO followlnK commodities stored in
l
AKS A(J° HcBton warehouse:
being hauled for the
evaporated
30

a
Poultry, oysters,
apples, berries,dktes,
ap-

building,veneered with brick

«.

rOHX THE BAPTIST was

the

of the Prophets and Jesus
declined that none of them was Doeaburg, Ehq.,
St. The m«on
bis itiperlop— ‘There hath not work will be done by P. Uostinp.
last

on

arisen a greater Prophet than John the
Baptist— and .vet 1 say unto you that
the least in the Kingdom of Heaven

WHAT YOU SAW

25

H

YEARS AGO

Mr. J. Nyland who (or the peat

is

yearebe, acted in the capacity of

fore-

“‘““a'Hr.1'
string

T'*

NEW DISCOVER

b°"r‘

pickled meats, game, fresh meats,
California fruits, prunes, citron, con-

JUST AS QUICK TO
REPEL ATTACKS OF

ALCDaoumcvr.
lUnm rcurtru ciioMfOMi

tumlpa. por.nlpa.

Ft* no id octet
----- n~riiiiim

—

maple

yara^'dder,*

he.” (Matthew xl. 11.)
Every member of the Kingdom of man of the beam house and yard of the sugar, furs, shrimp, lobsters, chestCappon and Bertich Leather Co. of nuts, hops, sausage, casings, cherries,
Heaven class must la? higher than John
greater than

because begotten of the Holy Spirit.
They are reckoned ns members of the
House of Sons, while the Prophets belong to the preceding House of Servants. -He brews Hi. 5. 0.

God

proposed before the foundation
of the world that

He

would redeem
man mid would establish His King-

dom for their restoration. The Redeemer of the
world was to be
the King by whose
reign of a thousand years the

work of Satan
would 1)0 undone; “The toiee of one crying in the wilder
the head of the
nm.r
Serpent would he
crushed and humanity would be uplifted out of sin and death and be
brought back to the condltlouIn which
Adam was at first.

IJWHAT YOU SAW

20

YEARS AGO

Later, It was sent on equal terms also
WHAT YOU SAW 15 YEARS AGO
to the Gentiles.Saint Paul tells us
Bo n to Mr. and Mrs. Jacob
tthat it was necessary that the Gospel
veld on Sunday a son.
Message should go first to the Jews be
Mr. atd M s. Marinus VerHulst ad
cause this was the Divine arrangement.
But be adds. ’’Israel hath not obtained milted a little son to their home 01
that which he seeketh for”-the best of Monday.
God’s gifts, the privilegeof becoming
A daughter was born lo Mr. and Mrs.
members of the spirituallsrnel-”but
Martin Bontekoeon Sunday.
the electionhath obtained It and the
rest were blinded." (Romans xi. 7.i
It is now positively asserted that the
The blindness Is not to be forever,but West Michigan Furniture factory will
merely until the completionof the reaound the 1 um of indestry by the
elect, spiritualclass-then the blindfi-st of next month. The machinery is
ness is to pass away and Israel is to be
being rapidly placed in position, the
saved or recovered to the Divine favor
dry
kiln is tilled with lumber, and new
lost eighteen centuries ago (See Roapplications
for work are already remans xi. 25-33).

W

members

iu the flesh for eighteen cen-

turies, have constitutedthe antitype of

John the Baptist. The King whose
Kingdom they announce will be composed of Jesus and His glorified
pride, beyond the veil. These soon
ghall take the Kingdom and reign gio
riously as Abraham’s Seed for the
blessing of all the families of the
earth,

corded.

WHAT YOU SAW

10

YEARS AGO

Bert Nobblets, who|played sho » for
Big Rapids, is flirting with Con DePree
manager of theJHollandteam and
may be that the latter will rob Big

WHOOPING COUGH
AND

BRONCHIAL REMEDY
CHICAGO. ILL

Price 50c and

Drug

Co.,

keeps children

IS THE

for Feeble Old People, Delicate Children,

Give them

a

few drops

of

strengtheningfoodmedicine every day and
watch them grow.

^

Bronchitis,

this

U

tonics

—

oiCod

PREVENTS

because it_combines the two most world-famed

Liver Oil and Tonic Iron, without oil or grease,

We return your money without question if Vinol
does not accomplish all we f l»»m for it

GERBER DRUG

CO., Holland.

Bronchitis

Loss of Flesh
and many other troubles

m

Mor YOU

ALL DRUQQI8T3

portablehive Mr. Crathorne carried
an extra queen bee In his pocket, en-

V

is

the medicinal, strengthening, body-Luildiug elements

tastes good, and agrees with every one.

Croup

Bees In Traveler's Pocket.

closed In a small contrivance of wire

Weak, Run-down

Persons, and to Counteract Chronic Coughs, Colds and

Whooping - Cough

and wood that also contained a piece
of candy and two ordinary working
bees. The working bees were there to
Rapids of its scrappy shortstop.
feed the candy to the queen. Queen
bees won’t feed themselves, Mr. CraFILES SOLD FOR $7,500.
thorne said. The only things they do
Augusta, Ga„ Jan. 24.— One of the are lay eggs, lead revolutions and get
most valuable old newspaper files in killed.
existence — the files of The Augusta
Mr. Crathorne said he had no diffiChroniclefrom its first issue in 1786 culty handling bees without gloves or
up to 1809, with the exception of five netting and that the small swelling
years, which were missing, have been under his right eye representedthe
sold to the library of Congress. only sting he received last night aftThey will be preserved where they er sorting out three hives at twilight,
can be referred to whenever the oc- the fime when bees are most Irritable.
sasion arises, for nowhere would they —Kansas City Star.
be better cared for, perhaps, than in

BEST SnENSTHENMa T0MC

healthful and happy.

'“No; oh, no,’ said the Philadelphian. T couldn’t sleep with my head

L. F. Crathorneof Kanopolis, Kan.,
Is the first man In several moons to
come through the depot carrying a
whole hive of real live bees. In addition to the several hundred bees in a

WHY

Scot^s
Emulsion

11-13

LIKE PERFUME

ovc.uo tv wwdtir/ bi'iiun.
The opal associated with misiortune
by Russians of both sexes, who should
they chance to see an opal among the
goods displayed for purchase will buy
nothing more :bat day. and It Is a cu

nd only 41 in stamps for a

to, should be the nation to bring such
ill luck, to

the Russians during the
disastrouswar between these two

77)

A wonderful

countries.

little

sample of

I

PINAUD’S
LILAC VEGETAL

rious fact that the Japanese, being uo
der the sign that this s.one belongs

e latest Paris perfume craze

creation, just like the living blossoms.

Ask your

dealer for a large bottle - 75c. (6 oz.) Write our American Offices

to-day for the sample, enclosing4c.

pay postage and packing).

(to

Pariumerie ED. PINAUD,

The Church has cried “In the wilder
the library of Congress.
.y ,
ness" In the sense
EducationOutside of Books.
The sale was made by Terence
Actual travel, and the seeing of rare
t,iat 8,ie has becn
df alienated and sep- Doonan, of the HarrisonCompany, of objects In nature and art, are graduuruted from the Atlanta, who acquired them from a
ally taking tbe place of book study,’’
world. She has man who had owned them for up- declares a prominent official of the
called upon all who wards of 40 years— an old book
New York MetropolitanMuseum of
would hear to pre- man and junk dealer of Macon.
Art, In pointing out the important part
Mr. Doonon bought these files for
pare for Messiah's
which that Institutionplays in the
Kingdom. She has $1,000 and held them for several school life of the community. The Lumbago, Soimtloa.Qout, Moue
told more fully years until he was able to negotiate Brooklyn Institute bulletins tell the
JWd
°
than did John the a sale to the national library, which
same story. In fact, there Is not toBaptist of the ef- paid him $7,500 for them. It is said
day a museum of any importance,
“Wko named you to feet of Messiah's the library uf Congress has a rule in
either of art or of science, In all the
flee from the wrath Kingdom— the lev
iwmvu invernany it dissolve*me poisonous SUD*
accordancewith which it pays $1 an
to
cling up of the issue for desirable old files back of country, that Is not offering Induce- •taoca and assistsnature In restoring the ays*
ments to teachers to make use of its tem to • healthy condition. Sold by druggists.
valleys, the lifting up of the poor, the !8Q0. But in this case an exception
One Dollar por bottle,or aont prepaid upon
collections. The teachers are not receipt of price if not obtainablein your locality.
straighteningout of the crooked things, was made and for the oldest of the
slow In taking the opportunity, and
Qj. Sardis, T»m»., wrltaai -Toor
that thus all flesh might see, appreci- files $5 an issue was paid. The
DROPS has cored my wif* ot Raaam.tiim and Kwrthe galleries become a place of recre- algta. and 1 waul to aay that It la worth oas hundred
ate, understand, experience the salva- Chronicle was not then, however, a
ation and painless Instruction for the Swan a bottisInstaad ot only cot dollar."
tion of God. Both John and the Church dailjrpaper.
children. It is the tendency of the
declare that this salvation is to be
The man from whom Mr. Doonon age, in all directions.
brought through Jesus and His glori- bought the files, it is said, purchased
fied Bride In Kingdom power. The them from a former editor of the
point we are making Is that while John Chronicle, about 40 years ago, for
Boy Fought an Eagle.
the Baptist was an antitype of Elijah $a0.
Elmer Peterson,fifteen years old,
* .4'rJ Ini
»
and was forerunner or herald of Jesus,
and living four miles west of Little
so, only more particularly,
the Church
WRITE TO-DAY for • trial bottle of "S- Drops*
Falls, Minn., had a hard battle with a
and test It yourself. We will gladly send It to
in the flesh is a higher antitype of Elilarge eagle and was saved from seri- you postpaid,absolutely free.
jah, and still more particularly h herald
ous Injury only by the timely arrival I SWANSON NHIDRATIC CONE I0BNANT, I
of the Messianic Kingdom.
of a brother.
I Dept. 30 174 Lake Street, Chlcngo I
Jesus did a harvesting work for the
The boy had shot the bird, which
Jewish nation only. He gathered their
was In a tree. The eagle fell to the
wheat into the garner of the Gospel
REMEMBER THE NAME
ground and Immediatelywent at the
Age by begetting them of the Holy
boy with its talons. Tbe bird’s claws
is taken by people in tropiSpirit at Pentecostand onward; anil
became fastened in the boy’s clothing
cal countries all the year
He “burned up" tbe nation in a time of
and the lad was unable to free himtrouble with which their Age ended, in
round. It stops wasting and
self. Elmer was badly frightened and
A. D. 70. But now for the larger fulkeeps up tbe strength and
Ms strength was giving out yhen his
fllment— world-wide. In the end of this
vitality in summer as well
brother arrived and killed the eagle
Age. all the "wheat’’ clans are to be
with a club.
as
winter.
gathered into tbe heavenlygarner by
Tho bird measured fire feet across
_
ALL
DRUGGISTS
Q
the change of the First Resurrection,
THE GREAT REMEDY
the wings.
and in the time of trouble coming all
For CONSTIPATION
others will be cut off from all associaHigher Than Niagara.
tion with the Church aud from all op
Nothing to Do With tho Cqse.
SICK HEADACHE
Far up Potaro river In British Guiport unity of membership in It-as tares
ana are the Kaieteur falls, among tbs
“I suppose you can give references,'’
SOUR
they will be burne<l— reduced to tbe most wonderful In the world and said the woman.
Hurl Burn, BelcMne and
level of the masses of mankind. But.
among the least known. Though dis"I can. Everybody I ever worked
thank God.' at that time will begin the covered forty years ago, the falls have for says I sure know how to cook."
LIVER
work of blessing the masses of man- been visited very seldom by whits
"But as to your character?"
25 Conte Per Box
at oRuaQisie
kind-all the families of the enrtli-by men, riet they are five times as high
"I never let my ’haracter interfere
as Niagara.
Uie glorious, Messianic Kingdom!
with my cooking, n tm, so I dont seo,
as that's any concern ot yours."

\

H. R. Does burg, Geo. L. Lage

THE REASON

low, eh?’

so high.’ ”

$1.00

SOLO AND GUARANTEED BY

What

Mrs. Ruhlin made a hopeless gesture. Then she went on:
“There's a Philadelphiasporting
man who Is famous for the roll he always carries. My husband said to
him one night:
"T suppose, in strange hotels, you
always put your roll under your pil-

off

QUICKEST AND SUREST

THROAT. CHEST

energeticconvert to the suffragist
cause, said in a recent address in
Brooklyn:
"The sporting mani too, would be
better off if his wife had a vote — if
she had more say in affairsof state,
and In home affairs as well.
"What wife, If she had more say,
would approve of the senseless way
the sporting man flaunts his money?
is the good of carrying a roll of
twenties as big as a horse collar?
Nobody but the sporting man dreams
of doing such a thing, but he — ”

Diseases

all

THROAT AND LUNGS

money Wiilsh

BIG

$25,000.

the antitype of Elijah. A larger anti
type of Jesus, and of Elijah and John
as forerunners, we may now see.
Jesus in the flesh, and all His faithful

And

Saturday purchased all dried fish, smllax leaves, radishes,
sweetbreads,candied fruits, smoked
Fred Metz in the Metz Leather Co. of meats, fresh fish, oranges, cranberries,
Grand Haven and has accepted the raisins,apricots,currants, beans, carrots, onions, horseradish, eggs, rice,
positionof superintendent of the plant
ferns, canned goods, gutta percha,
at that place.
pickles, oleomargarine,oils, parsley,
After several months of suspense on scallons,honey, cream, lard, anchovies,
the part of the several applicants for smoked flSh, egg plant, laurel leaves,
tor the Holland postmastership,
re- rhubarb, olive oil, wines, dried meats,
fish for bait, lemons, grapes, figs, evaplief came last .Thursday in the announcment that Jacob G. Van Futten had re- orated peaches,nuts, peas, cabbage,
melons, provisions, macaroni, plants,
ceived the appointment,and that his
sirups, asparagus, Jellies, cauliflower,
commissionwould follow in due time.
grape fruit, woolens, shallots,clams,
Since the expiration of Wm. Verbeek's bananas, mushrooms, olives and herbs.
term, early in January last, there has
been considerable speculationaxong
MOUNTAIN OF
the local politiciansas to whether he
would be removed at all, or in case he
was, who should be his successor? PhiladelphiaSporting Man Couldn’t
Sleep With His Roll Under
Among the applicants,besides Mr. Van
the Pillow.
Putten, were Messrs Filmore Bird and
John VerSchure.
Mrs. "Gus’’ Ruhlin, the eloquent and
the stock consisting sf 200 shares of

A strong healthy child, born to Mrs
Although God had not mentioned this
Jacob Jaglerof St. Joseph has no eyes
elect class which He purposedshould
nor is there any prospect of its having
be membem of the Messiah, His Bride,
nevertheless God determinedthat the any, there being no cavities where
opportunity to become members of this these organs are usually located.
elect, special class should first of all go
There is a movement on foot to in
to Abraham’s natural seed. For the crease the capacity of the Hurtl y A
three and a half years of Jesus’ minisHolly electric light plant of th's city by
try, and for a further three and a half
reorganizing it into a stock company,
years aftei His death, the privilegeof
with a capital stock of from $20,000 to
becoming His Bride and Jolut-heir was

As Jesus declared. “My Kingdom is
not of this world (Age).’’ and ns He
did not establishHis Kingdom at His
first advent, but merely began the work
of callingthe “elect.” so the work of
John the Baptist was merely to the
Jew and proportionatelyonly was he

COUGHSandCOLDS

this city last

Necessarilyto the Jew First.

limited to Israel after the flesh.

1

ATTACKS

DR. KING’S

basement Pie®, spinach, lettuce, squash, butter,
which flour* Peanuts, bulbs, fruit Juices, apwill be built for Rev. M. Kiekintveld,p,e wa8te- Preserves, maple sirup,
on the lot formerly owned by by h! 8k,D8' leek8' crab8' bu(*"l>eat, hams,
baseraent of & two story and

at

I.

L3. FINAL’!)

FLOG. .

Dept,

m

NEW YORK

DROPS

* \

HOTEL GRISWOLD

RHEUMATISM
r

Cor. of Grand River Ave., and Grlawold St.

Detroit, Mich.

LaGHppo.

POSTAL HOTEL COMPANY,

comer'

$125,000.00
Decorating.

>

,

Seo.

expended in Remodeling, Refurnishing, and

Service A La Carte at Popular Prices

A

1 ii

SCOTT’S

Gcodma

THE FINEST CAFE WEST OF NEW YORK

Free trial
al

\Frad Poatal, Pree., F. A.

strictly modern

/

and up-to-dateHotel. Centrally located in

the very heart of the city,

>

“Where

Life is

Worth Living”

EMULSION

NOTHING BETTER AT OUR RATES

“5-DROPS”

SWANSON
PILLS

_

STOMACH

TRLtH.ES

.

Electric
Bitters
Succeed when everything else falls.
In nervous prostrationand female
weajp eases they are the supreme
remedy, as thousands have testified.

THE POOL OF

FLAME
Thi Would Famous Huhi

$500,000
ASH US ABOUT

IT

FOR KIDNEYfLIVERAND

STOMACH TROUBLE

it Is

the best medicineever told
over a druggist'* counter.

f
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Y
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"Why. well hare

of Pv.l

Enterprising Business

ot

TWO OLD MEN

*

..I

ll

n•

18, 1912.

i

•

Imi the

i

to gfve bach oth»

»

up." said Mist Hazel.
"Never In this world,” was the firm

FEMALE DIVERS OF
Women Who

reply of the young man.

"But what can we dor
"Like thousanda of other couplea
we can elope."
By JOHN PHILIP ORTH
"Oh. Ford!"
"Yes. elope. I am going to havt
you
at any cost."
Copyright,igiu by Associated LiteraryPreu)
"But we'd be turned out doora—
Mr. John Bartlett, slxty-flveyears and there’d be columns In the papers
d. and the father of Ford Bartlett, —and they’d get my picture and—

JAPAN

Bogin at It to Starch

for Poarla In the Coast

Watara.

The pearl direr*, of Japan are women. Along the coastof the Bay of Ago
and the Bay of Kokasho the thirteen
mi Kebrmrv 28i!i, A.
( O n.
and fourteen-year-oldglrla, after they
o'c • ok |i- H , lo
U. 19. J.
TYIKKEMA. 0. J., ATTORNBT AT LAW.
have finished their primary school
THE
FIRST STa.
to.
)IJ ~Coiltctl*M
2
hear tmjf .•••
• > .i vi 'titioii, diswork, go to sea and learn to dive.
<«y«r Ftrat IUU Book.
...
.v0,00
Cnplul Stock paid In.
i, ,io
iiiii>ui of the
COlltll.uan m>
«|.i
ho was twenty-three, had retired and-"
They are in the water and learn to
. _________
jvMedprotlW ............
50.000
SurplM
and uodli
ora business. Mr. James Wright,
Depoillora Security ............. ....... IW.OOO
n.
•• .Street in
But an hour later Miss Hazel was swim almost from babyhood and spend
4 per cent Interest paid on time deposits.
xty five years old, and the father of saying that she thought an elope
most of their time in the water except
h:
VANDER ilEULEN, 8 EAST EiaHTR Kxchange on all buslnesscentersdomestic and the Cit\ mI ii •iia»n
iss Hazel Wright, had also retired ment would be Just the thing. It In the coldest season, from the end of
foreltm.
Bt CtUMM phono 1741.
ie 8011*1 1 297
"The rant Xi t-«*
om business.
^ould be by night. It would be moon December to the beginning of Febru1 4 of the
feet of tl.r "mu. ha
These two old men had known each light. They would elope In an auto ary. Even during the most Inclement
northeast l* f •I sei'tio.i 82 1 T. 5 N.
.1 W '.Uhl'
0. J. Dlekcma. Fren.
her and been friends for thirty They would go whizz! chug! chew!
seasons they sometimes dive for
i
leet of
PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS. 0. W. Mokma. Cashier , .Hid" I'{. If)
« ars Their wives were friends. It
over the roads and laugh at the old pearl*.
thenoriu 2li 1 u-ei .»i lie south 027 vas known to husbands and wives—
They wear a special dress, white unfolks left behind.
J MER8EN. CORNER TENTH AND
eet of ' tim wniili vi ht 1-4 of the ithers and mothers— that young Ford
derwear and the hair twisted up into
After the first outburst neither fa
tl Central Aves. Cltlssna phons 1418. Bsll
THE PEOPLES STATE BANK
northeast1-4 of See. ."»2, T 5^1. U. and the charming Miss Wright were ther mentioned the quarrel again. The a hard knot. The eyes are protected
»hsns 141.
Capital stock paid in ...........
t vi.tw
5 W.
‘!’"agedand would be married within son was not ordered to cease calling
by glasses to prevent the entranceof
Additionalstockholder'sliability.......WW
lx months. It promised to be a and the daughter was not ordered to water. Tubs are suspended from the
Deposit
or
security ...................... M.dui
Notice
is
lurtlier
jiiven
that
at
a
rhR W. 0. WINTER. OFFICE TWO
Pays 4 per cent Interest on Savinirs l.ep.wn meeting of the Common Council, of happy affair all around.
doors salt of Interurban offleo. Holland.
the garret on bread and water. As n waist. A boat In command of a man
Mloh. CUIstas phons: Rssldenoa,16J7; offles,
Then came a sudden bolt from the matter of prudence, and to ko<ep hU la assigned to every five or ten women
the City of Holland, held January
ITU.
7th, A. D. 1912. the following reso- blue. After brdP.ifast one morning trail covered, young Mr. Bartlett divers to carry them to and from the
DIRECTORS:
they sat together In the park smok- ceased his calls, and for the same fishinggrounds.
Keppel. Daniel Ten «t< ution was adopted:
A. VliKher. D. B. Keppel.
Ou. P Hummer D. B YntCBta. J. U. KuUeri*
When the divers arrive on the
ing their cigars and trying to make ’•eafon Miss Hazel was very demure
J H. Klelnhekse) Wm 0. Vi- Eyck
Resolve 1. ' I’liai the Common
BICYCLES AND REPAIRS.
'hemselves believe that retirement In the presence of her father. She grounds they leap Into the water at
Council of the City 0f Holland from business had brought contentmust do nothing to excite his susplc once and begin to gather oysters at
/^HAS. HUBBARD. 89 WEST NINTH 8T.
Van Eyck- deems it advisahle to vacate, discon- •nent. It hadn’t done anything of the Ions. She was prepared at any mo the bottom. The oytera are dropped
CIUscus phoas 1166.
tinue and abolish the parts of Acre kind. They had too much leisure on ment to hear him break out again, Into tubs suspendedfrom their waists.
Weurding Street describedbh follows;
When the versels are filled the divers
'heir hands. They missed the excite- but he had nothing further to soy.
TAILORS. HATTERS, FUR"The East 33 feet of the South ment of business.They had reached
It didn't happen to be a moonlight are raised to the surface and Jump Into
Hilling Com*y
297 feet o' the southwest 1 4 of the the age of slxty-flve, but they did not night when the elopementat last took the boats. They dive t& a depth of
NISHERS.
Wheat, Buckwheat, northeast1-4 of Sec. 32, l\ 5 N. R- 'eel a day older than at forty-flve. place. On the contrary, It was so from five to thirty fathoms without
and Rye Flour
15 W.” and the east 33 feet of the When a man Is Irritated and there Is dark that the auto rnn over a cow any special apparatus and retain their
FLUTTER A DTKEMA. 8 EAST EIGHTH
no dog handy to kick he may turn on almost the first i^tng. That meant breath from one to three minutes.
•t Chitons phono 1228.
Graham Flour and north 264 feet, of the south 627 feet a human being. Not a word had neen a atop of half an hour to repair
Their ages vary from thirteen to
of the southwest 1-4 of the northBolted Meal, Feed
nassed between Mr. Bartlett and Mr. broken lamps. Then the chauffeur forty year* and between twenty-five
east 1-4 of Spc 32, T.5N. R. 15 W.
MUSIC.
Middlingsand Bran
Wright for five or six minutes when tried a fence and knocked down fifty and thirty-five they are at their prlma.
Resolved, Fuither,that the 28th
the former removed the cigar from feet of It. Then there was another —Oriental Review.
day of February,
I). 1912, at his mouth and said
Chas. S. Dutton
long delay, and the lovers reached
88-90 E. Ei'hthSt. 7:30 o’clock p m , be and is hereby
y-^OOK BROS. FOR THE LATEST POPUthe
bouse of a country parson to be
“Jim.
It
seems
that
you’ve
got
nothPropriotor
songs and tbs boot In the music Una
ij lar
la
appointed as the time when the ing to do In your old age but talk like to'd that the good man had the Jump- YOUNG BEAVER’S DAY’S
Cltlsons phono 1269. 17 East Eighth Bt.
ing toothacheand wouldn’t leave his
Common Council will meet and hear a fool;*
Record Made by One of the Animal*
Largest Stock of
objections to the vacation, discon"I’m no older than you,” was the bed for wedding or funeral.
In Regent** Park Qardana,
BOOKS AND STATIONERY.
Four
miles
further
on.
explained
tinuance and abolishment of sau reply, “and as for talking like a fcol
London.
the
good
man’s
wife,
was
another
1 don’t think I can beat you.”
parts of said street.
A young beaver In Regent’s Park
¥T. VANDER PLOEO. STATIONERY AND
minister
That
Is. he called himself
"1 wonder that you ever had a
Resolved, Further, that notices 0
£1 took*, the host assortment.44 East
a minister. She wasn’t saying he gardens, London, was once placed it
thousand
dollars to retire on.”
eighth Bt. Cltlssnaphono 1469.
said meeting, with a* copy jyi this
vO.
was or wasn’t. She wasn’t saying work upon a tree 12 feet long and I
“Ditto.”
resolution, be published in the Holfeet 6 Inches thick Just as the town
in the city, Re"You sat here yesterday with that any ceremony he could perform
land City News for not less than
LUMBER AND INTERIOR FINISH.
would be binding.She wasn’t saying clocks sounded the hour of noon. Tha
Shrlner and argued for two hours
pairing of any
beaver began by barking the tree A
four weeks before the time appoint
that the world was created In six whether his fee was 50 cents or $2
sort.
All she knew about It was that he foot above the ground.
ed for said meeting,
days."
COTT-LUCJERSLUMBER CO., 2S4 RIVER
That done he attacked the wood.
Dealers in Lumber
was a Baptist while she was a PresBy order of the Common CounBt. Cltlsonsphono 100L
"And so It was."
He worked hard, alternating hli labor
CHAS. HUBBARD of all descriptions
byterian.
Richard Overweg,
"I’m denying It."
The Baptist minister wasn’t home. with dip* In his bathing pond. Ha
City Clerk.
"Then you can’t believe the Bible."
39 W. 9th St
He
had gone to a point nine miles bathed and labored alternately until
NEWSPAPERS. MAGAZINES,
Take any two old men and seat
Jan. 25, Feb. 1-8-15-22, ’12
90 EastSiithSt.
Citiiens Phone 1156
away
to hold a funeral and hadn’t re 4 o'clock In the afternoon, when he
.them together on a park bench and
5-4
ate his supper of bread and carrot*
EYRIS NEWS DEPOT, 80 WEST EIGHTH
they will talk either politicsor re turned yet. He might return at any and paddled about In his pond until
a; St •Cltlsons phono 1749.
STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Probate
moment, and he might be gone two
Court for the County of Ottawa.
days. Wherever he got where there half-past 6 o’clock.
Ten minutes later, when only on*
wafc good cooking he hung on like
In the matter of the estate of
UNDERTAKING.
Inch of the tree's diameter remained
grim
death.
There
was
Mr.
White,
James G Sutphen deceased.
Miles’
the Justice of the peace, only two Intact, he bore upon bis work and the
Notice la hereby given that four montha
miles down the road. He some- tree fell. Before It fell the beaver
JOHN B. DYK8TRA. 40 EAST EIGHTH rom the 30th day of January. A. D. 1912
ran aa men run when they have fired
times—"
tl 8L Chitons phono 1267-2r.
have been allowed for creditor* to preaent
a blast. Then as tha tree lay on the
The
Judge
had
gone
to
bed,
but
he
their clalma agalnat said deceased to said
got up and stuck bis head out of the ground he portioned it out mentally
court for examination and adjustment
and again began to gnaw,
window and said he’d be hanged
CROCKERY. GLASS AND HOUSE and that all creditors of said deceased are
This is a strong statement to
He worked at Intervals all night,
required to present their claims to said
he would marry anybody In such
make, but it is exactly what Mrs.
FURNISHINGS.
cut
tbe log into three parts, rolled
court, at the Probate Offlce In the city of
hurry Let them come back next day
two of the portions Into the water
Grand Haven. In said county, on or be
Thomas Taylor, of Blum, Texas,
—next week. He wasn’t going
.YKBTRA'S BAZAAR STORE. 40 EAST fore the 80th d:iy of May A. D. 1912 said in expressing her opinion of
hurry matrimony at a 2:40 gait and and reserved the other third for hit
' Eighth St Chitonsphono 1287— 2r.
tnd that said claims will be heard by eald
then be blamed for It afterward. He’d permanent shelter. The work done,
court oathe 31st dsy of May, A. D. 1912 this remedy.
married thirteen couples in a hurry he took a bath.— Harper’s Weekly.
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Nervine

“Dr.

Raised

Me From

the Grave”-M»-TVkr

GROCERIES AND MEATS.

o’clockIn the forenoon.
Dated JauuarygttHh.A. D. UM2.
P. KIRBY.

at ten

“Dr. Miles' Restorative Nervine
raised me from the grave and

LBBRT HIDDINO.-FILL YOUR MAR-

A

Judge of Probate.

J\. kot basket with

nice clean fresh groceries. Don't forgot the place, corner River
and Seventh streets. Both phones.

T>. BOOT, DEALER IN DRY GOODS AND
Jl groceriesGlv# us a visit and ws will
aatlafr you. 82 West Eighth 8L

'

and ten of them had applied for

have
can never

EDWARD

3w

STATE OF MICHIOAN— The ProbateCourt

Ottawa.

fnr the County of
In the matter of the estateof

I

A Cooking Feat In the Air.
night was getting old. the
To cook a potato pie at the top of A
chauffeur klcklqg and the auto limpchimney three hundred feet high by
ing, and It was decided to return
home. Just then another machine means of the heat generated In tha
drew up. and from It descended Mr. fires below would seem an Impoiilbla
John Bartlett and wife and Mr. task, yet such a feat was on one occ*
slon accomplishedby John Faulkner,
James Wright and wife.
a famous Lancashire steeplejack.
“Why. daddy— why. mamma!’*
The Incident was the outcome of a
"Married yet?" was asked.
wagor between Faulknerand the man"No
"Then this fellow- has got to do U ager of a Manchestergas works, who
doubted John’s statementregarding)
or we’ll pull his house down."

much confidence in it I
say enough for your grand medicines.
If anyone had offered me #100.00 for
the second bottle of Nervine that I
used iVould have said ‘no indeed.”*
MRS.

*

The

THOMAS TAYLOR,
Blum, Tex.

Klass E. Dykema, dec ased.

Nervous exhaustion

is

a com-

Notice is hershy eiv^n that fou*
mon occurence of modern life.
BREWERIES.
months from the 19th day of January
A l). 1912, have been allowed for The wear and tear on the nervous
creditorsto press t theirclaims against system is greater now than at any
JJOLLAND CITY BREWERY. CORNER said deceasea to said court for examination and adjustment,acd that all time since the world began. For
Tenth and Maple Streets. Cltisenaphone
c
editors of said deceased are required sleeplessness,poor appetite and that
1121 Purest beer In the world. Bold In hot
to present theirclaims to sa d court, at
ilea and kegs. A. Selft A Bon.
the probate office, in the City of “run down” feeling, nothing is so
Grand Haven, tn said County, on or good as
before the 19ih day of May, A. D. 1912
DRUGS AND SUNDRIES.
and that said claims will be heard by
Dr. Miles’ Nervine
said court on th-i 20th day of Miy, A
Your nerves are your life and
DRUGGIST AND 0, 1912. at ten o’clockIn the forenoon.
JT7AL8H DRUG
Vf pharmacist.Full stock of goods perDated lanuarylOth, A. D 1912.
lack of vital energy makes existence
taining to the business. Chltent phons 148SP. KIRBY,
m E. Eighth SL

R..

DEALER IN DRUGS,

Imported and domestic clean. Cltlsonsphons
I28L 82 E. Eighth St.

MEATS.
fTTU. VAN DBR VEERS,
v

V

U

152 B. EIGHTH
at. For choice steaks, fowls, or game

season. Cltlsonsphone 104J.

St.

t

.

This

DE KRAKER A DE ROSTER, DEALERS
Market on River

’’

"But, daddy, we’ve eloped!" pro- the excessive heat.
A large Iron kettle was procured,
tested the daughter.
and
this, being filledwith necessary In"You haven’t done any such thing.
gredients— slxty-slxpounds In weight
We
knew
about
It all the time.”
"I Am No Older Than You.’’
—was hoisted to the summit of the
"But the quarrel?"
huge chimney stack. Faulkner placed
"Nonsense.
This
old
fool
John
said
Ilglon. Even if both think alike in
the receptacle on the outer and cooltheir minds, they will differ by word the world was made In six days and
est side of the brickwork, but despite
I
said
six
years.
He’s
come
up
to
0/ mouth. . Mr. Wright believed in
this, the contentswere found to be
the Bible He believed that the world fourteen days and I’ve come down to
was created In Fix days. He believed fifteen days, and we’ve decided that thoroughlycooked In one hour an<f
twenty minutes, or ten minutes less
a misery. Dr. Miles’ Nervine will
that his old -friend was a than of In- ene little day hasn’t made a cent’s
Judge of Probate.
than the stlplated time.
telligence. He wins irritated, however, worth of difference to the corn crop.”
tone up your nervous system.
Faulkner won his wager and the
Ask any druggist If th* first bottlafalla and he wanted a row.
pie, which, it Is said, was slightly
STATE OF MICHIOAN— Tha Prooate Court tobenafit, your money is returned.
"The Bible is one thing and com
He Was From Kentucky.
burned at the bottom, wan afterwards
for tha County of Ottawa.
When Speaker Champ Clark of Mis- distributed among the poor of the
MILES MEDICAL CO., Elkhart Ind. mon sense 1b another," he said. "All
In the matter of the estate of
the men and all the horses and carts souri wan prosecuting attorney of
district.— Bystander.
Anne Vanden Bosch, deceased.
In the world wouldn’t create even the Pike couuty an old durkey came Into
Notice is hereby given that by virtue
state of New Jersey In six days, and hid office at Louisianaone morning
of an order of said court, made on the
you know It ns well as I do."
and after beating around the brambles
The Useful Verb "To Get."
27thd»vofNovember, A. D. 1911. I
"Six
days
It was, and even the for a few minutes, brought forth the
There
Is no word, long or short, In
shall sell at public auction on the 2nd
squint-eyed heathen of China believe object of his visit.
day of March A. D. 1M12 at 9 o'clock In
the English language capable of perthat."
‘ Wuzn’ you bawn In Kaintucky.
the forenoon, at the residence of Klaas
forming so much labor In a clear, InTimmerman on the premises hereinaf
“Then I’m worse than a heathen, Ma s Champ?" he Inquired cautiously, telligiblesense ns the verb to got;
ter described, In saio county, the Interam I?"
"riine, Unde Henry."
and here Is an old-time specimen of
est of said estate in the following de
"I'se had splshuns you wuz, sub, Its capabilities:
Is the trade"I'm advising you to give up your
scribed real estate, to-wit: The east
pew in church if you can’t take the ino'n once, but the other mawnin’
"I got on horsebackwithin ten minhalf of the west half of the southeast
which
when you make dat speech agin Sam utes after after I got your letter. When
Bible as your guide."
quarter of se:tion 2, town 6 north,
"And who’s asking for your ad- Collins and say dat whisky wuz de I got to CanterburyI got a chaise for
range 15 west, situateand being in the
is found
township of Holland, Ottawa County,
vice? John Bartlett, maybe you don’t greatest ebll in de worl’ I begins to town; but I got wet through before I;
Michigan.
want to be seen sitting beside a hab misdouhtments,suh,"
got to Canterburyand I have got such,
every bottle
"What’s where I was born got to a cold as I shall not be able to get
Dated this 17 day of January. A. D.1912
heathen?"

EDWARD

kOESBURO. H.

dl

vorces.

fresh and salt mi
Cltisenaphone 10M.

mark

BAGGAGE AND TRANSFER.

on

LUKE LUGERS,
ISAAC VEhSCHURE. THE KLCENT PARcel deliveryman. always prompt, Also express and baggage- Call blm up on tee Cltltens phone
‘ >nel&81
IwBfor quio delivery.

estate.
Trustee cf the

Anne Van den Bosch

STATE OF MICHIGAN— The

of the

V

3-6w
Probato

"No. I don’t think

genuine

(n the matter of tha astata of

Cornelia

[

Scott’s Emulsion
the standard Cod Liver

Notice is hereby given that four
Dealer .n
months
from the filat day of January
Windmills. Gasoline Engines. Pumps and
Plumbing Supplies. _ Cits, phone IMS. 49 W A. D. 1912 haye been allowed for
th

Street.

.

against said deceased to said court for
exam'nation and adjustment, and that
all creditors of said deceased are reDRY CLEANERSquired to present their claims to said
court, at the probate office, in the City
HOLLAND CLEANERS. | EAR of Grand Haven, in said county, on or
'1 Eighth
Eighth SL CUIssoa phone 1(38. Dying.
before the
•loaning, p rowing.

mHE

31st|day!of May,

jJOLLAND City! Rug

A

world. Nothing equals

n ^woren^and cleaned- CarpetWcU^lng A. D. 1912 ab ten o’clock in the forepromptly done. Carpet rags
I ingrain
carpets bought. 54 E. 15th street Citizens noon.
phone ls97.
Dated, ^January 31th. A. D. 1912
rn

EDWARD

it

to build

up the weak

and wasted bodies of
younj and old.
FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS

D. 1912

and that said claims will be heard by
and Carpet Wearing said court on the 31st day of May

DENTISTS.

Oil preparation of the

creditors to present their claims

—

Send 10c.,name of paper and tMa ad. for
our beautifulSavinga Bank and Child'a
Sketch-Book.Each bank contains a
Good Luck Penny.
409 Peat! St, N.Y.

P. KIRBY,
Judge of Probate.

3w- 5

Or.uo.x
-

a-

islth It,

Uncle Henry?

It’s a fact.

Isn't It?"

i'se bawn In Kaintucky myse'f.
sub," said Uncle Henry with pride,
that he had spoken to him for the "an' I hain' glvin* off no 'pinlum on
last time. While the wife tried to dat fnbjeck, but you'd please me clean
soothe the angry man. the daughter down to de groun', suh, ef you'd tell
ran away to her room to weep. The me ef de pertfecutln' attorney has got
quarrel between the two men would to swear to his speech, er Is he Jls’
tulkln to de Jury.”— New York Herof course break up the love affair.

And John

Bartlett went

“Money

••or vougLrf a. tU ColuS.

home

to

ald.

and a few hours later
to Inform his son, that he had
Makeup of Typhoons.
dropped James Wright forever, and
Contrary to the general Impression
would not move a foot to save him a typhoon, that is what Is known to
from an auto accident.
the scientistas a “well-formed" one,
"He’s a blamed obstinate o!d mule." does not consist of merely a terrific
was added, "and should he come to gale of wind with a calm spot In the
me on his bended knees I’d never Immediate center.
tell his wife,

On

take his hand.”*

SCOTT it BOWNE.

to

and daughterthat John
Bartlett was a liar and an idiot, and

Schermer, deceased.

^YLERVAN LANDEGEND.

do

do.”

tell his wife

Court for the County of Ottawa.

PLUMBERS AND ROOFERS.

I

And James Wright went ’home

the contrary next to the center,
That evening a very dejected pair which may have a diameter anywhere
of lovers sat In the parlor of the from two miles to fifty where the calm
Wright mansion and talked things belt reigns, there Is a sort of ling
over In a dejected way. Young Mr. generally less than a mile In diameter
Bartlett had expected to be met at in which light winds prevail.After
the door and told to take himself this Is passed comes the real main
elsewhere, and though he had escaped body of the destroyer, which may
that humiliation there was cause for have a total diameter of anywhere
from 200 to 1,000 miles or even more
wirry.

'

,

hurry. 1 got to tho treasury
about noon, but first of all I got
shaved and dressed. I soon got Into
tho secret of getting a memorial before
the board, but I could not get an
answer then; however, I got Intelligence from the messenger that I*
should moat likely get one the next
morning. As soon as I got back to my
inn I got my supper. When I got up1
In the morning I got my breakfast
and then got myself dressed that I
might get out In time to get an answer
to my memorial. Aa soon as I got it
I got into the first chaise and got to
Canterbury by 3 o’clock, and about'
tea time I got homo."
rid of In a

Correcting Willie.

Papa and mamma and son

Willie

were crossing the ocean. Willie had
done something for which his mother
thought he needed correction,but not
feeling equal to the occasion she
turned to her husband.
"John," she said, “can’t you speak
to Willie

r

Papa replied in a thin, weak
"Howdy, Willie."—Success

voice,,

SIXTEEN CHILDREN FOR

EACH

DAUGHTER
rhubarb can be
grown in any ordinary cellar, thus:
When a thaw comes dig up one or
more rhubarb clumps from the garden, with considerable ,aoil clinging
to the roots, and put them on the
cellar floor; the warmer the cellar the
sooner growth will begin. Give them
a little water occasionally and await
results.Light does not seem to be
necessary, for the stalks grow all right
in even a dark place.
It is said that early

Mrs. Johannes Verplanke, one o
the oldest residents of Ferrysburg,
passed away last week Tuesday at the
home of her daughter, Mrs. Lutje
Nienhuis, at the advanced age of 92
years. Her husband, Johannes Verplanke, preceded her to the grave
seven months ago. They resided at
Ferrysbuprg forty years. Mrs. Verplanke was blessed with nine children
and seventy-nine grandchildren.Five
of her daughters are still living,and
the unusual number of sixteen children were born to each of two of her

Forty-five days have now gone since daughters.

we

have had as high a temperature

as thirty degrees above aero. This is
the longest spell of continued cold
weather ever known in this region.

IS 87

YEARS OLD.

Badly Made Shoes Are
Reeponeible for Many

Ill-Fitting and

Much talk iu/occttyijQfd here by
the erroneous statementfound in

Troubles.

several of the county newspapers,re-

the remarkable
Nervoue troubles frequentlycome
cure being establishedbv the marfrom ill-flttlngand badly made shoes,
velous healing power of one Henry
In the opinion of Dr. Irvin O. Allen.
Lurries, who his been bolding re- He thinks them accountable for much
cently in regard to

ligious meetings here for some weeks. matrimonialhaggling and discord.
No such cure has been established
It Is a mistake, he says, to teach
and such an erroneous statement the child— as Is commonly done — to
should not be allowed to live. An toe out In the beginningthe boy or
inquiry of Mr. MoKicley or, in fact the girl, In obedienceto an unerring
any one here, will readily disclow Instinct, points tbe foot straight
ahead, which Is the proper way for
the truth of the matter.
walking. All shoelesspeoples walk
with parallel feet— Indians, for exam-

Rev. Lambert J. Hulst, pastor of
the Holland t hristian Reformed denomination, celebrated the eighty-

ple.

Express Rates

Dr. Allen explains that the sole of

1 he interstate commerce commis- the shoe should be the shape of the
Deputy Sheriff Roda went to Holseventh anniversary of his birth at the sion began on Wednesday the head- foot. ^ To determine the shape, one
land this week and arrested H. M.
home of his daughter in Nunica.
must stand barefoot on the ball and
Plasma, who had been taking subDuring his ministerial career, cover- ing of testimony in the inquiry toes upon a sheet of paper, allowing
scriptions for periodicalspublished by
ing an unbroken period of sixty-two which it has undertaken into the the great toe to assume Its normal
the Curtis Publishing Co. of Philadelyears, Mr. Hulst has served three rates, rules and regulations of the position— separated somewhat from
phia, without authority from the comdenominations.
the other toes. Make a mark around
pany. He took a number of subscripexpress companies.
the toes with a pencil and then let
tions in Douglas and Ganges and at
1' is p-edi ted that, as a result of
$1,500 DAMAGES, BARKING DOG.
the heel come down to the paper. Now
his hearing before Judge Edgcomb,
A
recent supreme court decision the investigation,the commission place the weight of the .body upon the
claimed that he had remitted the
will no doubt, as an exchange remarks,
outer side1 of the foot and complete
money to the publishers. His brother
result in the death of many vicious will order Ja reduction of express
the outline In that position.
signed his bonds and he will have his
dogs. The decisionwas in a case rates throughout the country.
A shoe made with a sole of this
trial February 20.— Saugatuck Comwhere action had been brought to reThe commission’s experts have shape, and with a reasonably high
mercial.
cover- damages from the owner of a
vamp, will cqrtalnly be comfortable
dog that barked and frightenedthe completed a report on the subject and will insure a healthy foot, InciJohn Van Dyk, who has lived on the
plaintiff’shorse. The plaintiff was and the express companies will be
dentally doing away with "shoe nervnorth shore for some forty years, has
thrown and injured, and brought suit asked to explain the figures gath- ousness.” If worn In winter, however,
sold his home there to H. C. Maris of
for $1,500 damages. The jury gave
It should hate no metal nails in It.
Elkhart, Indiana, through the Kouw
him a verdict for that amount, and the ered. particularly the large revenue The feet are not easily kept warm
Real Estate agency of this city. Mr.
ownoer of the dog appealed to su- on if comparativelysmall investment. daring cold weather In shoes with
Van Dyk has moved to 'the city on preme court. The supreme court conLAST WEEK.
metal nails, because they tend to conWest Eleventh street and Mr. Maris firmed the verdict,and says in strong
The
Alvarado
Players who hav* had duct the beat out of tbe body.
will occupy his new home at once.
words that the owners of barking and
Van Dyk's father formerly owned one vicious dogs are responsible fo rail such a remarkably successful four
weeks run at the Knickerbocker,are
of the large saw mills across the alke
damages caused by the dogs, and that m their last week atthat theater, their QUEER NAMES FOR HORSES
located on the same property won the owner keeps them at their own
engagement ending Saturday night.

4old.

Looking for
a Bargain
in real estate is

itgS'KJssr

overlooked un-

,pp™*t'

,l°,,e ,o

*d'

We

have several on our lists which we know to
he most advantageous properties-propertiesthat
will demand much more than our selling price before the season

is

over,

p

good property buy this
know your wants, large or small We
have a great variety of houses and lots and city and
country property of all kinds. The chances are we
can furnish just what you are looking for at a bar.

If

y°u

ar® interested in

spring, let us

gain figure.

show^youW

are 3

feW h°USeS We Wil1

’

^

pIeaSed

t0

$2400
15,h st-’ h»™R front and back stairway

l’0UK, °” W-

Unl- ut501132- Very

desirable local

$1500

peril.

Elmo is being offered for the first John-Wlllit-Come-Onand Would-Youhalf of this week and starting ThursBetfeve-ltSamples of Equine
day the play will be changed daily.
Nomenclature.
learn from a correspondentThe Tie that Binds being the play for
that a burglar broke into a Eudi< Thursday; East Lynne, Friday night
How much truth there is in the
avenue mansion early the other morn- and Saturday matinee, and My Uncle story I know, not, but it is told that
ing and found himself in the music from New York, Saturday night.
when Captain Boyd told Lady Lillian
room. Hearing footsteps approachthat he had bought a yearling she reing, he took refuge behind a screen.
The Holland Y. M. C. A. basket ball plied, “What a senseless thing to do/
brorn 8 to 9 the eldest daughter team displayed fine team work here,'“Senseless!
reiterated the
aen>eies«! Good,”
uood," reltei
St.

Wm. J. Olive received
for a thousand dollars which

Local Agent

a check

represented the insurancecarried by
Benj. Van Anrooy, who died at the
home of his parents in Grand Haven
last week. The check was made out
to John F. Van Anrooy, register of
bleeds.
.1

•

$2100

NO WONDER!

We

vw..vKc

had a singing lession.
Friday and
Hope college I capta,n' and forthwith &av«
gav« the colt
- won
.....from
. .....
'Monday evening in the basement I'rom 9 to 10 the second daughter five by
by a score of 33 to 24. The game
same thftt
that namename-< 11
It wai
was appropriate, for
•of the First Reformed church the took a piano lesson.
was clean and fast, the feature being th,s K^d-tooklng pay horgei whlch
From 10 to 11 the eldest son got the great passing and blocking of the D0W belon«* fo Major McLaughlin,is
'various men’s Bible classes of the
First Reformed church to discuss his instruction on the violin.
visitors. None of the Jackson quintet b7..,?re7 Legl” and
of a mar«
I*rom 11 to 12 the younger boy got attempted individual work and the called "Senses.”
the advisability of-joining forces for
a lesson on the flute and piccolo.
There are some owners who have'
precision and cleverness of its team
more efficient work at the same time
Then, at 12:15 the family got to- play was a revelation to the local fans, considerable difficulty in naming their
retaining the individualityof each
gether and practice^ chamber music who attended the game in large num- race-horses,and it is said of the late
class.
on all their instruments. They were ucs.
bers. Lipscomb
j^ipscomo excelled Lokker in Earl of Glasgow that bis friends had
fixing up for a concert.
_ ______
him to christen
shooting baskets
from _____
fouls, getting q.u te
~ Z __ _
•
11 TY1
At 12:45 the porch climber stag- nine out4 of
The Episcopal guild will give a
four attempts, while the ' tbem‘ Tbe te8ty Earl U8ed to 8ay
home talent play entitled “Union gered from behind the screen. "For collegian was successful in seven out tbat a horBe BhouM Prove itself worth
Depot” at the KnickerbockerThea- heaven’s sake send for the police," he of twelve chances. The Jackson team ft name before one wa* «,Ten t(> Itshrieked. "Torture me no longer!” led all the way, the score being 15 to
One evening he was induced to
tre, Feb 19 and 20.
And in the evening papers there was 13 in the first half. Nauman was ill christen three, and thevfollowing were
the headline:
and retired in favor of Logan in the ' the
lu* names
DttUie8 under
anaer which they ran:
Thu Woman’s Literary Club disNervy ChildrenCapture Desperate second half. This is the second defeat
"He-Hasn’t-Got-aU ___
_
. . Mnmo ” "Uo T»k'» t
cussed Charles 2nd of Sweden at Burglar.” — Cleveland Plain Dealer.
of Hope by Jackson and the sixth j N^?e’ “N^foa’t-Worth-a-Name."
There are not a few horses which
the meeting Tuesday afternoon. Unvictory of the latter with no defeats.
have run In recent years with equally
usuallv
large
attendance
has been
----------------- u„0
A Grand Concert
foolish and much more meaningless
the rule since the club took up the
ARE EVER AT
There
are
two
things everlastingly nomenclature. For Instance,“Johnstudy of Sweden.
Last Thursday evening in Cara twar, joy and piles. But Bucklen’s Willie-Come-On”, and ”Would-You-Benegie Hall, the finest concert of the Arnica Salve will banish piles in any
Heve-It.” There ought to be a censor
The Holland All Stars shut out season took place. A better violinist form. It soon subdues the itching, of racing nomenclature,for some of
irritation, inflammationor swelling the titles chosen for horses detract
theOlympicsofGrand Rapids by a than Skovgaardnever drew bow in
It gives comfort, invites joy. GreatHolland.
This
modern
Ole
Bui
from the dignity of the sport.— Gentlescore of 5 toO, Tuesday night at inest healer of burns, boils, ulcers,cuts,
,
made
bis
sensitive
Stradivareus
t
door basebaff. These teams are play-^
bruises, eczema, scalds, pimples, skin
..
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$1300
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woman.

ing a series of

games and thus

each has won one.

living, breathing

intelligence. eruptions. Only 25 cts. at Walsh
far
Skovgaard’s musical interpretation is Drug Co., Geo. L. Lage, H. P. Doesburg.
chacacterizedby a breath aud power

Seeing the Bright Side.

There are compensationsfor living
In New Jersey, even where the mosqtiltoes hang like clouds over the residents. At least, this Is the mental
tltude of a six-year-old boy, whose
home Is in Montclair.His brother of
nine was bom In New York city, hot
he was a Montclair baby. One day he
was being teased about being a "Jersey country bumpkin.”
The youngster’s eyes were flooded
with tears for a moment and then his
face brightened and he smiled.

that harmonize well with his masof Mr. and sive, stalwart body. His program
Wanted
Mrs. Ed Fischer, won the baby was classical,although the encores
contest prize of $ 15 given at the were of the more popular
Man past 30 with horse and boggy
Knickerbocker Theatre. Sam Leo- class, including by request,
sell stock condition powder in
naad's little girl received tbe 2nd the old favorite Scotch melodies, and Ottawa County. Salary $70 per
prize of $ 10.
the indispensble Trauraerei. His month. Address 9 Industrial Bldg.

Warren

Fischer, son

accompanist,Miss Me Cluy, is superb Indianapolis, Ind.
3
The Social Progress club met at by perfect in her work, and her salos,
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Henry as well proved her an artist of large
Lady Agents— New article. Every
Naberhuis last Monday evening for caliber. She is only second to the
woman needs it. Sells on sight. ”1 like New Jersey better,"said he,
violinist.
When
only
a
little
girl,
the purpose of discussing “Taylor’s
Write for agency proposition. Mrs proudly.
System of Scientific management”. Miss Alice delighteda Holland audi
"Why?" queried the teaser.
-'iiby's Bandage Co , 179 Shelbv St.
Henry Dutton opened the discussion ence in Winants Chapel with two
“Because
I can Lave turtles as pets
Detroit,
5*4*
with a very interesting paper in of her own campositions for the
in New Jersey? If I lived In New
which he gives the aims of this sys- piano and revealed on the same ocYork they would be taken away from
me."
tem and also what it has done. AH casion the most marvelous ear for
the members gave short talks in- absolute pitch. The vocalist Miss
The teaser soon learned that It was

Mich.

cluding Supt. Fell who
on the subject.

is

well posted

Edith

Mav

Wright,

delightfully

furnished the vocal numbers, scoring her best success with ‘'Jerushy”

WANTED
in Holland a

A

very pleasing entertainment
was given in honor of Lincoln’s The Woman’s Relief Corps of the
birthday Monday evening at the A. C. Van Raalte post held election
home of Mrs. S. C. Carpenter,E. 15 of officerslast evening: Pres., Fran-

Woman's home Misssociety. The rooms were

street by the

ionary

tastefullydecorated with our national colors, pictures of Lincoln and the

American eagle. A
luncheon was served.

man

hqrd working wo-

for the delivery of samples

snd circulars under instruction.
No'goods

to

against the New York law to keep turtles In captivity,but in New Jersey
It was not. The boy was very fond
of his turtles, of which he had three,
and they were bis consolation for being a “Jersey country bumpkin."

sell— no interference

read," said Lucinda, "about
how Adolphus brought Luella a great
bunch of roses, and we can imagine
their beauty, we are left to guess at
their coet, but do you know It Isn’t
really netessary in order to make
home
beautiful to
have a bunch
-w un.v
uuuuu Ul
roses as big around as a barrel; that
a single lovely rose will do?

Melvii Advertiiiif Service
42

Mima

An.

.

list

of farm propertyof all descriptions,

some of which we can

exchange for city property.

Anything and everything in the real eitate line. LIST FREE.

•V
Isaac
36 W. 8th

St

i'

Kouw &
Holland,

Mich.

Co.

Citz.

Phone 1166

The Knickerbocker

“We

erences of honesty required.

three course Ass’t conduct, Cornelia Cronkright;
Guard, Effie De Feyter; asa’t guard,
Maggie Misner; Chaplain, Ella

And an exceptionally well selected

a number of which we can sell on easy terms, and

Try a Single Rost.

with ordinaryhome duties.Ref-

Hattie Bomiart; jr. vice, Grace Thompson:
Treas., May Heiler; Seer, Clara Elferdink; Conduct, Minnie Sergeant;
cis Boot; Senior vice,

The above are only a few 0f the many we have to offer, beside* that
we have a large and complete list of vacant lots in all parts of the city.

Drtrstt,Bk*.

--

Books.

Thursday Night

The Tie

-

The “Holiday” in the Michigan Thompson, Instructor, Martha Bell;
A home without books, a boms with"Try this: If you have spent all your
supreme court has been returned by Press com., J. and A. Higgins; Mus- out libraries.Is a boms without
money for hats ahd gloves and Adolic Director, Mary Van Dyke; Color soul
that court to the Ottawa Circuit
phus hasn’t come— my brother Claude
oourt for a new trial. The only Bearer, 1st, Lucy Wise; 2nd Mary
would say hasn't come to the batHarmon,
3rd, Ida Bedell; 4th Bertie
lesson for this action by the supreme
STATE OF MlCmaAN— The Probate stop at the florist's and buy a single
Decker.
After
Valentine
presentacourt was that Judge Padgham in
Court Cor the County of Ottawa.
rose, it will cost very little,and take
was
giving his charge to the jury used tation
In the matter of the estate of
that home and set it In the proper
the word “and” instead of the word spent in music and readings.A dainGeorge W. Straight, deceased vase, Its red petals sad green leaves
ty lunch was served.
to please the eye and Its fragrance to
‘or" in connectingtwo clauses in

the evening

Notice is hereby given that four month*
from the ISth day of February A. D. 1M2 fill the room, an individual flower of
have been allowed for creditors to present grace and beauty and joy.
Chronic OrumMers.
their claims againstsaid deceased to said
"If you can't have a bunch try a
Borne of the moat miserable discon- oourt for examination and adjustment single rose."
A
and that all creditors of said deceased are
tented grumblers are richly endowed required to present their claims to said
From a knife, gun, tin can, rusty nail, wKh tbe good things of this life.
court at the prebate office. In the City of
fireworks, or of any other nature, deGrand Haven, In said county;on or before
From Two Points of Vltw.
4

that

Binds

Friday Night and Saturday Matinee

East

Lynne

Saturday Night

My

Uncle from
\

A Comedy

that has

New York
made laugh

sentence he used in the charge.

DREADFUL WOUND

mands prompt treatment with Buck-

the 18th day of June. A. D.

Isis

len’s Arnica Salve to prevent blood
and that said claims will be heard by sail
Juvenile Compositions.
poison or gangrene. It's the quickI am by no means disposed to go so oourt on the 18th day of June, A, D. 1918
est, surest healer for all such wounds,
fsr as the historian of New England, at ten o'clock In tb* forenoon.
as also for Burns, Boils, Sores, Skin
Dated February. I8lh, A- D. 19i|. ,
John Gorham Palfrey, who, as I have
Eruptions, Eczema, Chanped Hands,
Edward P. Kirby,
Corns or Piles. 25c at Walsh Drug been told, was wont to express ths
Judie of Prob*te.
desire
that
an
act
of
congress
should
Co., H. R. Doesburg, Geo. L Lage.
bo passed forbidding on pain of death
7
The funeral of Arthur Leonard
»ny one under twenty-One year* of

»

3w

Dekker was held Wednesday after tg« to writ# a sentence.— Professor
noon from the home of Leonard Vis- Lflunsbury In Harper's Magazine.
-«era, W. 12th.

BELL'S ANTI-PA

If

' or Internal and ExternalPain..

- Prices 10c and 20c Saturday Matinee

Evening Prices 10c-20c-30c

The king, who was in attendance
at the cat show, was looking at the
prize cat.
. “He shows the result of careful
breeding," commented his majesty.

The

pursuanceof the ancient
prerogative, was looking at the king.
"His pedigree Is twice as long as
mine," reflectedthe oat, “but he must
be of a common sort of strain. He
doesn’t look half as majestic as a po?
Ueeman."
cat, In

FLYING MEN FALL
victims to stomach, liver and kidney
troubles jus^ like other people, with
like results in loss of appetite,back-

ache, nervousness, headache, and
tired, listless, run-down feeling. But
there’s no need to feel like that as T.
D. Peebles, Henry, Tenn., proved.
“Six bottles of Electric Bitters,” he

writes, “did

more to

give

me

ne

strengthand good appetite than a
other stomach remedies I. used.” S
they help everybody. Its folly to su
fer when this great remedy will hel
you from the first dose. Try it. Onl
50 cents at Walsh Drug Co., Geo. I
Lage’s, H. P. Doesburg\

,

